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Abstract 

 

“I Can Turn Karaoke Into Open Mic Night:” 

An Exploration of Asian American Men in Hip Hop 

 

Tamela Teara Jackson, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Eric Tang 

 

The purpose of this report is to explore the ways in which Asian American men 

participate in hip hop culture, and what this participation says about their politics and 

representation in United States media and popular culture. This is done through an 

analysis of Freestyle Friday All Star, MC Jin, a Chinese American emcee from Queens, 

New York, as well as DJ Soko, a Korean  American DJ from Detroit, Michigan. I argue 

that their participation is a desire for political power and creative visibility rendered on 

their own terms.  
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“I Can Turn Karaoke into Open Mic Night:”  

An Exploration of Asian American Men in Hip Hop 

As a young black girl who grew up in an increasingly globalized visual culture 

that encouraged ethnic hybridity and quick availability of knowledge, I did not know 

what to think when I first saw MC Jin. He wore the typical “uniform” of a battle rapper: 

baggy pants, t-shirt, and complimentary name-brand gym shoes did not catch me off 

guard; this attire was typical of many freestyle battle rappers who appeared on BET’s 

vee-jay show 106 and Park. Yet, what did surprise me was his race. MC Jin is Asian 

American. Until his first appearance, many Americans had never seen an Asian American 

rapper before. He was no the first Asian American in hip hop, however. That 

acknowledgment belongs to the now defunct New York based trio The Mountain 

Brothers who appeared on BET in the late 1990s. Nonetheless, Jin was the first ever to 

appear as a battle-rapper in the Freestyle Friday competition, and is arguably the most 

well known Asian American emcee.  

Before Jin, many of the non-Black contestants were White and Latino. His 2002 

debut became significant not only due to his race but because he handedly eliminated six-

time champion from that season’s competition. Despite this accomplishment and 

subsequent consecutive victories, many competitors saw MC Jin’s race as a novelty and 

easy target. Likewise, no one in the studio audience or watching on television expected 

MC Jin to successfully compete in a blackened space beyond a few weeks. Thus, the 

longevity of his winning streak and his compelling, cleaver flows increased his novelty 

for studio and television viewers and made his race more salient to frustrated opponents. 
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These observations provoked several questions that inspired this essay: Why was MC 

Jin’s race such a surprise to the American audience? What is it about an Asian American 

rapper and their participation in hip hop culture that provokes listeners question their 

abilities to emcee and DJ? Why is the authenticity of Asian Americans in hip hop culture 

questioned? Most importantly, what draws Asian Americans to a Black American 

cultural aesthetic and space? In what ways do Asian Americans strive to make such a 

space their own?  

TRACK ONE: INTRO 

In this thesis, entitled, “I Can Turn Karaoke Into Open Mic Night:” An 

Exploration of Asian American Men in Hip Hop.”1 I argue that Asian American 

participation in hip hop culture stems from a desire for political power and creative 

visibility. Due to their relative absence in general U.S. racial discourse, some Asian 

Americans use hip-hop as a space to render visibility from their own epistemological 

standpoint. Hip hop provides visibility to individuals who feel negated by Western 

culture. Moreover, hip hop provides its practitioners with a platform of resistance that 

stands in juxtaposition to damaging stereotypes and harmful comparative racial politics. 

Similar to other genres of music like blues and jazz, hip hop is embedded in Black 

diasporic aesthetics and resistance narratives that collectively displays its roots in African 

American culture. Tricia Rose expands this argument in her seminal text Black Noise:  

Rap music is a black cultural expression that prioritizes black 

voices from the margins of urban America. Rap music is a form of 

                                                 
1 MC Jin . "Karaoke Night." The Rest is History. By Darren Dean and Joaquin Dean. New York, New 

York, 2004. 
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rhymed storytelling accomplished by highly rhythmic, 

electronically based music…At the same time, the stories, ideas, 

and thoughts articulated in rap lyrics invoke and revise stylistic and 

thematic elements that are deeply wedded to a number of black 

cultural storytelling forms, most prominently toasting and the 

blues. Rap’s stories continue to articulate the shifting terms of 

black marginality in contemporary American culture. From the 

onset, rap music has articulated the pleasures and problems of 

black urban life in contemporary America.2 

 

For Rose, rap constitutes the musical element of hip hop culture, one that is illustrative 

black cultural space and resistance like reggae and soul. But unlike those of other genres, 

hip hop is a distinctly postindustrial art form.  It is also a one that, in the digital age, has 

become a global phenomenon and has forms of unprecedented commercialization.  

As Rose suggests, rap music utilizes black cultural storytelling forms like 

signifying. Henry Louis Gates describes signifying as “the verbal practice of Blacks 

borrowing words from the dominant language—in our case, English— and placing them 

with a double-context orientated meaning that only members of the subculture would 

understand.”3 This linguistic remixing coupled with the act of storytelling further 

buttresses hip hop’s roots in the black urban experience. Nonetheless, Rose’s use of “rap” 

when referencing hip hop culture and music is somewhat problematic. Although she 

makes this distinction to highlight the genre’s commercial success and continued 

presence in the music industry, her subsequent discussion in Black Noise harmfully 

collapses “rap” and hip hop into one art form. This move clouds the fact that though rap 

and hip hop music share many similarities, they are not synonymous. Using both 

                                                 
2 Rose, Tricia. Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America. Hanover, NH: 

University of New England, 1994: 2-3. 
3 Gates, Henry Louis. The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of Afro-American Literary Criticism. New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1988. 
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interchangeably dilutes the cultural significance of hip hop as a unique space of power, 

regardless of its practitioner’s ability to be commercially successful. For the purpose of 

this essay, this distinction should not be forgotten. 

Hip hop holds a distinct space within the context of American cultural and racial 

politics. The geographical and temporal differences between the U.S. and the Caribbean 

explain why and how early hip hop eventually distinguished itself from reggae music. 

Craig Werner provides insight as to how this “break” occurred:   

The most immediate precursors of the DJ crews were the “sound 

systems” that developed in Jamaica in response to the government-

sponsored radio station’s refusal to play reggae. Like the sound 

systems, South Bronx DJs set up and played where ever they 

could. [Grandmaster] Flash compensated for his technological 

disadvantages by developing a superior ability to manipulate the 

turntables. His virtuosic performances played a crucial role in 

creating the main difference between Jamaican and American 

systems: the divisions of labor between DJ and rapper. Sound 

system DJs, like American disco DJs, usually played entire 

records. Hip-hop developed a more radical musical approach. 

Relying on technological advances such as the “single pole, double 

throw switch,” better known as the “fader,” DJs switched back and 

forth between turntables, often dropping in instrumental breaks 

designed to let break dancers show their moves.4 

 

The manipulation of “the fader” and “breaks” illustrate the unique technological 

and performative practices of hip hop. These particular developments allowed hip hop 

culture to grow in ways its forefathers could not imagine. Similarly, soul music has a 

legacy of depicting racialized resistance; however, hip hop took such resistances to 

audiences soul could not or would never reach. Both soul and hip hop initially had 

                                                 
4 Werner, Craig Hansen. A Change Is Gonna Come: Music, Race & the Soul of America. New York: 

Plume, 1998: 237-238.  
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limited reach outside of the areas where they were created. Yet, hip hop and soul came of 

age during different periods of U.S. history, post World War II and post Vietnam War 

respectively. Though both periods contained elements of anti-Black antagonisms, the 

decades following the conclusion of Vietnam were characterized by extreme racial 

isolation for urban Blacks. Without this extreme isolation and political 

disenfranchisement, hip hop would not exist. Werner highlights why both elements are so 

critical to hip hop’s genesis and those who participate in the culture: 

Like Chicago’s Black Belt, the South Bronx was profoundly 

isolated from mainstream America. There was, however, a crucial 

difference between the Chicago of the late forties and the South 

Bronx of the mid-seventies. Most of the migrants from the South 

came to Chicago for work. The economy of the seventies rendered 

dreams of economic advancement less and less realistic. Combined 

with demographic shifts that made the area a case study of social 

isolation, the collapse of New York’s industrial economy 

transformed the South Bronx into an emblem of urban despair.
5
 

 

Hip hop was born out of a need for those in urban isolation to find a platform to share 

their pain and politics as well as their play by their own definition. As the above quote 

suggests, the mid-twentieth century in U.S. history was a time of extensive prosperity. 

The second great migration brought thousands of African Americans up from the South 

to escape racial terrorism and seek better job opportunities. This reality made Chicago a 

prosperous place for African Americans and in response communities such as the Black 

Belt developed, catering to the realities of economic opportunities for Blacks. By the start 

of the mid-seventies, both Chicago and the South Bronx began to feel the effects of 

White flight to the suburbs. Specifically in the South Bronx, the Cross Bronx Expressway 

                                                 
5 Ibid., 236.  
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was constructed and plowed through predominantly black neighborhoods, isolating them 

to the southernmost part of town. This forced isolation drove some  Black residents like 

DJ Kool Herc and Grandmaster Flash to create a sound and culture that spoke directly to 

their experiences as the disenfranchised.  

From prior research, particularly that of Frank Wu’s Yellow: Race in America 

Beyond Black and White, I found that invisibility within conversations surrounding race 

relations, cultural production, American history, and popular culture are the primary 

concerns Asian Americans have surrounding the discourses specific to their histories 

within the United States. In the United States, race-focused dialogues are situated around 

the White/Black binary; every other race and ethic group outside of this binary lies on a 

spectrum moving up towards whiteness or down towards blackness. As George Lipsitz 

suggest, I view public race-focused dialogues as always already constructed around the 

White/Black binary.6 Without blackness, whiteness—and its inherent privileges—cannot 

exist. In the history of the United States the accumulation of wealth is built on anti-black 

racism and the preservation of whiteness.7 In other words, wealth in the United States has 

been accumulated from the commodification, buying and selling of black bodies since 

antebellum slavery to the major league sports. George Lipsitz further describes this 

“investment of whiteness:”  

Although reproduced in new form in every era, the possessive 

investment in whiteness has always been influenced by its origins 

in the racialized history of the United States--by the legacy of 

                                                 
6 Lipsitz, George. The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: How White People Profit from Identity Politics. 

Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998. 
7 Harris, Cheryl I. “Whiteness as Property.” Harvard Law Review 106, No. 8 (Jun., 1993): 1707-1791. 
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slavery and segregation...Although slavery has existed in many 

countries without any particular racial dimensions to it, the slave 

system that emerged in North America soon took on distinctly 

racial forms. Africans enslaved in North America faced a 

racialized system of power that reserved permanent, hereditary, 

chattel slavery for black people. White settlers institutionalized a 

possessive investment in whiteness by making blackness 

synonymous with slavery and whiteness synonymous with 

freedom, but also by pitting people of color against one another.8 

In order for whiteness to maintain its dominance, it must have something to define itself 

against. In addition to the investment in whiteness, the use of black bodies as property 

and capital further cements the Black and White racial binary by creating a gap that 

associates blackness with poverty and disenfranchisement and whiteness with prosperity 

and freedom. Similarly, these investments always mark blackness as hypervisible and 

whiteness as invisible. Asian Americans and other non-Black groups, then, remain caught 

within stifling white supremacist power dynamics that reductively ascribes their actions 

as negrophilic or negrophobic. 

Since hip hop is rooted in Blackness and resistance, Asian Americans’ 

participation in this form grants them access to the hypervisibility associated with popular 

Black cultural forms. Through hip hop music, Asian Americans can tell their own stories, 

situate themselves within the dialogues around race relations, combat stereotypes, and 

contribute to the production of popular culture. The remaining sections explore Chinese 

American rapper MC Jin’s rise to prominence at the turn of the twenty-first century. By 

exploring Jin’s rise through popular arenas typically reserved for Black Americans, I 

argue that while hip hop remains rooted in African diasporic cultural forms, politics, and 

                                                 
8 Lipsitz, 3.  
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music, participation is not solely limited to black bodies. In other words, black skin or 

racial identification as black is not a prerequisite for becoming a rapper Asian Americans 

who remain cognizant of hip hop’s African roots and write cleaver rhymes have the 

potential to access this space in distinct ways. Secondly, due to the hypervisual and 

hypermasculine attributes of hip hop, Asian American male participants are able to 

contest the problematic model minority myth and redefine themselves. 

Typically the images associated with Asian Americans are not that of hip hop 

performers. In fact, the primary images associated with Asian Americans in U.S. media 

are troublesome stereotypes such as the hypersexual dragon lady, math and science geek, 

or foreign kung-fu master. Essentially these commonly believed stereotypes reflect 

Americans limited conception of race and fail to address the contributions Asian 

Americans have made to the culture and capital success in the U.S. Activist and poet 

Thien-bao Thuc Phi argues the reason for this can be credited to the very limited 

understanding surrounding Asian Americans in general. Phi adds, “part of the invisibility 

is rooted in a lack of knowledge and awareness of Asian Americans history and issues, an 

ignorance that we, as well as non-Asians, carry[;] Consequently, we and other non-

Asians, fail to identify Asian Americans as people of color, or fail to understand the 

specific ways in which we have and still suffer from racism.”9 Phi’s comments only 

highlight why myself and other non-Asians responses to MC Jin were of disbelief. 

                                                 
9 Thuc Phi, Thien-bao. "Yellow Lines: Asian Americans and Hip Hop." Ed. Fred Wei-han. Ho .Afro Asia: 

Revolutionary Political and Cultural Connections between African Americans and Asian Americans. 

Durham: Duke UP, 2008: 296. 
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Another key takeaway from MC Jin’s initial participation and appearance on national 

television was how MCs have been defined in hip hop culture. 

In her book Prophets of the Hood: Politics and Poetics in Hip Hop, Imani Harris 

defines the MC (or rapper) and their positioning within hip hop culture as such:  

The rapper or MC is both subject and artist in much hip hop 

composition; who he or she is, constitutes a direct part of our 

experience of the music, and often the artist is imagined in the 

popular realm as doing nothing more than verbally expressing his 

or her experiences, self and ideas. The MC usually occupies a self-

proclaimed location as representative of his or her community or 

group--the everyman or everywoman of his or her hood. As a 

representative, he or she encourages a kind of sociological 

interpretation of the music, best expressed by the concept of "the 

real.10 

Comparisons such as the “Asian American ‘Slim Shady’” are astute for reasons that go 

beyond the mere shock value associated with Eminem.11  When Marshall Mathers first 

debuted in the late nineties, his persona was primarily comical and impudent. While his 

platinum blonde hair and misogynistic lyrics may have comfortably placed him in rock 

and roll or other music forms branded “White,” Mathers’s adoption of baggy jeans and 

black slang disavowed his whiteness. Similarly, when MC Jin debuted on BET in the 

early 2000s, he adopted a similar approach; Jin’s physical appearance and subject matter 

in his lyrics elicited the same response from hip hop audiences. A few years later in 2003, 

MC Jin signed a deal with Ruff Ryder Records and shortly thereafter released a video for 

his single “Learn Chinese” (2003). At the time of the video’s release, I was at Michigan 

majoring in Asian languages and cultures. One of the first things I noticed was MC Jin’s 

                                                 
10Perry, Imani. Prophets of the Hood: Politics and Poetics in Hip Hop. Durham: Duke University Press, 

2004: 38-9 
11 When Eminem debuted, his alternative moniker was Slim Shady. 
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ironic manipulation of Chinese culture and the manifestation of this manipulation 

throughout the video: red and gold-foiled Chinese Zodiac dragons, a dojo, chase scenes 

in ethnic kitchens, offensive Coke-bottle glasses and buck teeth worn by a black male 

bystander—all of these elements created an off-kilter, Western gaze on Eastern culture, a 

way of looking that exceeds mere antimonies. As a student in Asian Studies, I knew 

much about various ethnic Asian ethnic cultures, but it was clear that MC Jin did not 

think of his audience was as familiar. Thus, “Learn Chinese” became his opportunity to 

teach the masses. In his video, he takes the viewer through a neighborhood as he fights 

his alter ego: a Chinese Triad or Japanese Yakuza-like gang lord. The next scene shows 

Jin being chased through a Chinese restaurant where defeats some of the ganglord’s 

henchmen with Kung Fu skills. Of course, the video ends with him saving the girl. 

Between saving her and fighting thugs, MC Jin sports around the neighborhood, raps in 

front of a massive (and primarily Black) crowd, and spits his verses in English and 

Chinese. Together, these elements have a dual result: first, it catered to hip hop 

audiences, and second, it “schooled” them on the absurdity of stereotypes of Chinese 

culture.  

“Learn Chinese” simultaneously stood as a commercial product and didactic 

process, inspiring several important questions: How did Asian Americans receive this 

video? Did the larger audience take the time to distinguish Chinese culture from the 

monolithic notions of Asian ethos? The video did a great job at satirizing Asian 

stereotypes and “pan-cultural” expressions. Just as other mainstream rappers before him, 

MC Jin received praise and criticism. For instance, Asian American writer, comedian, 
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and rapper David B. Fung commented, “the love for Jin comes from the good memories: 

Freestyle Friday, the first Asian to get ‘put on’, being the true underdog who won a few 

big fights, the hate from the missed opportunities, that Jin didn’t represent Asians right, 

that he was an overrated gimmick, etc.[;] Love him or hate him, you have an opinion 

about him.12” Fung’s remark was precise because Jin further exposed hip-hop culture to 

Asian Americans. Despite reasonable critiques about Jin’s redeployment of Asian 

stereotypes in popular culture, I maintain that Jin’s engagement with hip hop, black 

aesthetics, and Asian American cultures is multilayered. By remixing hip hop sounds and 

lyrical content to speak to his experience as a Chinese American man, Jin’s performances 

are latently infused with the paradigms of contemporary black political struggles.  

TRACK TWO: HIP HOP’S ROOTS IN RESISTANCE  

From hip hop’s inception in the late 1970s, it has served as a space for black 

American youth to find their voice and creatively express sentiments of resistance. In 

1970, a young Clive Campbell birthed hip hop in the Bronx in the basement of his local 

community center. Eventually, Campbell would be better known by his stage name, DJ 

Kool Herc, and subsequently “The Father of Hip Hop”. Hip hop is both a cultural and 

political art form that has its primary roots in Black America. Given Campbell’s 

Caribbean ancestry, one could argue against this assertion. There is no question that 

Campbell’s Caribbean heritage influenced his artistry. Moreover, hip hop’s genesis in the 

Black diaspora concedes that its influences are also geographically divergent as a result 

                                                 
12 Fung, David B,. "Top Ten Greatest Asian American Rappers of All Time." 21 April 2010 .  Soompi.com . 

April 2013 <http://www.soompi.com/news/top-ten-greatest-asian-american-rappers-of-all-time>. 
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of the transatlantic slave trade. As I mentioned earlier, hip hop emerges within a very 

specific time period in U.S. history where economic instability, deindustrialization, and 

the rescinding of the gains of the Civil Rights Movement activate the implementation of 

insidiously racist public policies. The technologies that came to characterize hip hop were 

a consequence of community responses to nearly nonexistent public services.13 Though 

the use of the sound system was common in Jamaican dance halls, the use of “breaks” 

were created within multiethnic Black American communities forced together by anti-

Black residential and economic policies. Collectively, these circumstances demarcate hip 

hop as predominantly Black American. 

The general use of music as a form of respite, recreation, and resistance, however, 

is widespread throughout the diaspora, especially in key sites of the transatlantic slave 

trade. This period resulted in the violent transportation people of African dissent to the 

plantations, sugar fields, and auction blocks in the greater Western hemisphere. Since 

African slaves arrived in the Americas, they utilized music as forms of communication 

that expressed disdain for their circumstances. Heavily coded lyrics spoke about 

clandestine meetings, dreams of a life outside slavery and instructions on how and when 

to escape the watchful eye of the field masters. With their bodies mastered by law and 

chains, enslaved Africans used music to convey celebration and sorrow. As chattel, the 

majority of records that document the early black American experience are those 

typically found in the records—tax records and auction receipts for instance—of those 

who owned them. With an archive such as this, the history of African Americans has 

                                                 
13 Rose, Black Noise. 
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largely been told through the lens of the same bodies that enslaved them. If we look 

instead to music, lyrics, and rhythms as means of documentation, then we get a better 

impression of African slaves’ perspectives. 

Though music, blacks can tell their own stories without the expense of pen and 

paper, or sometimes even literacy. Music, along with storytelling, allowed these slaves to 

pass on their stories to successive generations who pass them down and so forth. Within 

genres like gospel, jazz, blues, and soul, later generations relayed or created stories of 

hurt, lost, pain, triumph, victory, and happiness. The historical imprint of these 

traditionally black musical forms, somewhat foreshadows hip hop’s emergence. 

Nonetheless, hip hop revolutionizes the collective body of black music because many of 

its political expressions were deemed too threatening to the status quo.   

When hip hop first began, it was not as it in the exact same form as it is known 

today. As Campbell states “Hip-hop has always been about having fun, but it’s also about 

taking responsibility…and a platform to speak our minds.”14 The tradition of voicing 

ones concerns about the struggles Blacks faced in America through music is not new, nor 

did it begin with hip hop. What hip hop did do was create a previously inaccessible space 

for black youth to express their concerns and frustrations with the realities of black life in 

urban centers. Although not the “first” hip hop song, Grandmaster Flash and the Furious 

Five’s “The Message” (1982) was one of the first to address black communal political 

concerns. In the first verse, Grandmaster Flash recites: 

                                                 
14 Chang, Jeff. Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation. New York, New York: 

Picador, 2005: xiii.  
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Broken glass everywhere /People pissing on the stairs, you know 

they just don't care  

I can't take the smell, I can't take the noise /Got no money to move 

out, I guess I got no choice  

Rats in the front room, roaches in the back /Junkies in the alley 

with the baseball bat  

I tried to get away, but I couldn't get far /Cause a man with a tow-

truck repossessed my car 15 

Here he addresses poverty, economic hardships and the consequences of drug addition. 

Though written by New Yorkers, the meaning of “The Message” made history as one of 

the first political hip hop tracks to gain major popularity across the country. The mix of 

songs with distinct political messages and those written about leisure and pleasure led 

some to  critique hip hop as inconsistent in its message and presentation. Werner further 

addresses this critique stating:  

The incongruity between hip-hop’s inclusive aesthetic and the 

blasted South Bronx landscape where it grew up comes through 

clearly in the contrast between the two records that did the most to 

establish the music’s public image: the Sugar Hill Gang’s 

“Rapper’s Delight” and “The Message” by Grandmaster Flash and 

the Furious Five featuring rapper Melle Mel. The first, recorded by 

a group assembled by New Jersey-based record producer Sylvia 

Robinson, projects rap’s verbal playfulness as a novelty offshoot to 

disco. Conversely, Flash and Melle Mel sound a blues call that has 

remained a checkpoint for hip-hop ever since. Every time rap has 

wondered into the popular wasteland, the voice of the South Bronx 

reminds it of the problems back home.
16

 

It is important to understand that although commercialization has been an element of hip-

hop culture that brings it to the masses, the origins of politics and narrative still situates 

                                                 
15 Flash, Grandmaster, Ed Fletcher, Sylvia Robinson, and Melle Mel. The Message. Grandmaster Flash and 

the Furious Five. Rec. July 1982. Ed Fletcher, 1982. 
16 Werner, Craig Hansen. A Change Is Gonna Come: Music, Race & the Soul of America. New York: 

Plume, 1998: 240 
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hip-hop as a space to address the realities of one’s own experience as a marginalized 

member of society. Moreover, the variety of messages produced within hip hop actually 

exemplifies its strength. Speaking to different audiences about common struggles 

potentially builds political consciousness. 

This political mindfulness informed community demands  for safe spaces without 

violence for young urban African Americans. As gang activity and drug use in inner 

cities grew more prominent, hip hop grew alongside it. Like its cultural predecessors, hip 

hop continued the tradition of black political artistic expression both domestically and 

abroad. Paul Gilroy expands this point:  

It [hip hop culture] was facilitated by a common fund of urban 

experiences, by the effect of similar but by no means identical 

forms of racial segregation, as well as by the memory of slavery, a 

legacy of Africanisms, and a stock of religious experiences defined 

by them both. Dislocated from their original conditions of 

existence, the sound tracks of this African-American cultural 

broadcast fed a new metaphysics of blackness elaborated and 

enacted in Europe and elsewhere within the underground, 

alternative, public spaces constituted around an expressive culture 

that was dominated by music
17

 

 

This is not to say that all of these genres, including hip hop, only served as spaces of 

black political thought; these spaces were central to disseminating political ideologies 

throughout the Black community, as well as outside of it. Many cultural musical cultures 

before hip hop had specific embodiments of their own. Blues was about pain and 

struggle, jazz about musicality, and soul about feeling. Hip hop’s entire identity is seated 

                                                 
17 Gilroy, Paul. The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness. Cambridge, MA: Harvard 

University Press, 1993: 83.  
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in rebellion, making it attractive to other youths who feel disempowered.18 Similarly, 

some who adopt the tools of hip hop can utilize them to speak to their own truths. 

TRACK THREE: ASIAN AMERICANS AND THE “PERFORMANCE OF BLACKNESS”  

Hip hop is not the first site of black political and cultural thought in which Asian 

Americans have engaged in “performances of blackness.”19During the 1960s, some Asian 

Americans aligned themselves with the political ideologies of the Black Panther Party. 

Towards the late 1960s, the Red Guard, a Chinese American political Maoist group based 

out of San Francisco, publically gained momentum through their modified adoption of 

Black Panther attire. This move drew critiques from other Asian American political 

groups who thought their politics should only be rooted in Asian American 

thought.Nonetheless, the Red Guard’s actions were advantageous because they speak to 

the “performance of blackness.”  

Daryl Maeda details the “performance of blackness” in his book Chains of 

Babylon: The Rise of Asian America, through and exploration of the various tiers of 

Asian American identitys. He argues “Asian American adaptations of black power’s 

emphasis on race and racial identity not only contributed to the construction of Asian 

American identity but also provided points of conjunction around which African 

Americans and Asian Americans could connect political and cultural movements.”20 

Instead of mocking African American culture, the Red Guards use of Black Panther 

                                                 
18 Chang, Jeff. "It's a Hip-Hop World." Foreign Policy 163. 2007: 58-65 
19 Maeda, Daryl J. Chains of Babylon: The Rise of Asian America. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2009: 90.  
20 ibid., 76. 
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structure and aesthetic as point of political awareness and intersection, where both 

African Americans and Asian Americans can come together. Some can argue the same in 

reference to Black culture when examining Asian American participation in hip hop; 

Asian American adaptation of black culture and politics provides a platform of visibility 

but also “an explicit rejection of rather than an assimilation into whiteness.”21 MC Jin’s 

participation in hip hop was not purposed to mimic black performers in the space, but 

rather to align himself with a space that would garner visibility and ensure his voice was 

heard on his own terms. 

 Conversely, sociologist Tamara K. Nopper offers a different perspective in which 

such assumptions ignore key issues around capitalism and race that hinders both African 

Americans and Asian Americans and their political and social voices surrounding hip 

hop. In her article “The Hype About Asian Rappers,” Nopper explains that Asian 

American participation in Black political and cultural forms goes beyond visibility and 

politics and illustrates Claire Jean Kim’s theory of racial triangulation. Nopper suggests: 

The assumption that Asian Americans who do spoken word and 

hip hop are politically more subversive than those who act like 

model minorities is laced with racial ideologies about both Asian 

Americans and Blacks…it is proposed that because Asian 

Americans are challenging the American project because they are 

getting involved in what have been primarily Black cultural forms 

of expression and politics (although not necessarily Black-

controlled or owned), Asian Americans are supposedly getting 

more politically conscious…In other words, the movement of 

Asian Americans into spoken word and hip hop is supposed to 

suggest that Asian Americans are no longer going to side with 

whites and capitalism and will make alliances with Blacks for a 

more just world. Yet such assumptions operate with an ahistorical 

                                                 
21 Ibid., 82.   
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understanding of capitalism that denies how multiracial groups of 

capitalist have advanced their interest by consuming anything 

Black. Additionally, such assumptions are based on very low 

expectations of Asian American racial politics.22 

From Nopper’s perspective, the “performance of blackness” seen amongst Asian 

Americans must be read more deeply than Maeda suggest.  For Nopper, the key take 

away remains that Asian American participation in hip hop points to a problematic 

consumption of blackness.   

But I argue that MC Jin is doing something more complicated. In the case of 

“Learn Chinese,” Jin clearly illustrates some of the key stereotypical troupes found in hip 

hop culture using them as platforms to educate his audience about Chinese culture. MC 

Jin begins his video by highlighting the Black American consumption of Hong Kong 

cinema and American Chinese food. Here, polyculturalism is at the forefront. Juxtaposed 

to multiculturalism, polyculturalism states that all the worlds’ cultures are inter-related 

and influence one another as opposed to developing independently. By using the 

recognizable Hong Kong cinema troupe in his first ever hip hop video, MC Jin 

demonstrated polyculutral sensibilities. Thien-bao Phi highlights exactly how 

polyculturalism operates in hip hop culture: 

Mirroring the larger white mainstream culture, some practitioners 

of hip hop have borrowed liberally from Asian culture, or have 

borrowed from the white mainstream’s appropriation of Asian 

culture….Rappers sport kanji tattoos, sample Asian music, wear 

Asian clothes, brag about being accepted in Japan, brag about all 

the Japanese women they’ve slept with, admit fetishes for Asian 

women, and put Asian models in their videos. Though martial arts 

                                                 
22 Nopper, Tamara K. "The Hype About Asian Rappers Reveals Low Standards for Asian Americans in 

Race Politics." 2004. Asian American Movement E Zine . 9 May 2012 <http://www.apimovement.com>. 
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seldom get credited, you can clearly see how Hong Kong action 

flicks of the 1970s have influenced breakdancing… The old school 

title “grandmaster,” as in Grandmaster Flash and Grandmaster Caz, 

is also taken from martial arts films—the title of someone who has 

mastered a martial arts form or technique or is the ultimate 

practitioner of it23 

There are two things happening here: Phi highlights the influence of Asian culture on hip 

hop yet exposes how racial triangulation works in hip hop culture. Despite the clear 

exposure of polyculturalism it cannot work unless white hegemony (i.e. white wealth and 

white power) is a part of the equation. White hegemony is essential, whether we like it or 

not, to the development of hip hop and Asian influence and participation in such. In the 

case of MC Jin, both Madea and Kopper are correct in terms of Asian American 

involvement in hip hop culture. Revisiting Maeda’s argument, MC Jin, did indeed utilize 

the platform and cultural capital of 106 and Park’s Freestyle Friday and hip hop as a 

black cultural space to garner both recognition and credibility. On the other hand, if not 

contextualized properly, his performance on both Freestyle Friday and in his video for 

“Learn Chinese” could be read as mimicking black performance.  By listening to his 

lyrics and examining his performances and it becomes clear that MC Jin is highly 

cognizant of hip hop as a black space and respects hip hop as a space to voice the 

thoughts, ideas, opinions and concerns of an Asian American urban youth.24   

                                                 
23 Thuc Phi, Thien-bao. "Yellow Lines: Asian Americans and Hip Hop." Ed. Fred Wei-han. Ho .Afro Asia: 

Revolutionary Political and Cultural Connections Between African Americans and Asian Americans. 

Durham: Duke University Press, 2008. 303.  
24 In 2005, MC Jin released single “Top 5 (Dead or Alive)”. The video, filmed in Manhattan, NYC features 

MC Jin encouraging New Yorkers to fill out cards with their “Top Five” best emcees while rapping  an 

extensive history of hip hop’s greatest emcees. DJ Kool Herc makes an extended cameo in the video.   
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Technological changes and political advancements must also be kept in mind 

when considering some of the changes in music regulation that affected hip hop. 

Revisiting Tricia Rose, an essential element of hip hop is how it has been shaped, 

changed and engaged electronically.  In terms of race, policy formation has always been 

an issue for African Americans. For example, in 1996, the Telecommunications Act was 

passed by the U.S. Congress. The act single handedly consolidated a large portion of 

radio stations and companies giving a large control of not only the ownership but the 

airwaves. 

The Telecom Act profoundly affected the radio business, removing 

station ownership caps, and unleashing an unprecedented wave of 

consolidation. Radio deregulation left the public airwaves 

dominated by less than a handful of companies—Clear Channel, 

Cumulus, Citadel and Viacom—who laid off hundreds, decimated 

community programming and all but standardized playlist across 

the country.25  

Prior to its passage, individual radio stations throughout the country had more control 

over what music was being played. Even though it was not directly stated, the Telecom 

Act was a methodical attack on hip hop music and smaller, locally based black-owned 

radio stations. With so many of the radio stations consolidated to a very small number of 

big companies, the reach of what was being heard by various audiences shifted 

dramatically. The loss of smaller, locally owned radio stations, resulted in the 

standardization of music playlists in daily rotation. With this in mind, the once wide 

                                                 
25 Jeff. Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation. New York, New York: Picador, 

2005: 441.  
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variety of hip hop music shrank along with it the type of hip hop that received airwaves 

changed as well. 

The Act essentially did three things:  it began to set a limit on music heard in 

particular areas, set a limit on of such music, and gave major control of the radio industry 

to three companies. How does this affect hip hop culture? According to hip hop scholar 

Jeff Chang, the Telecom Act had everything to do with access and growth: “Technology 

replaced engineers, and sometimes even DJs. From the beginning of the radio industry, 

one of its most cherished tenets was most radio was local…Conglomerates had no 

commitment to the idea of the local. The future of their profits was in global 

monopolies.”26 When thinking of the four main tenants of hip hop culture: DJing, 

Emceeing, Breaking and Graffiti/Street Art—and one or two of the tenants are harder to 

access for the community at-large, create a silence within that community. This is 

important to consider when we examine hip hop as a black cultural and political space. 

The concept of politically active Deejays and on-air personalities is not new, dating back 

to the late sixties, with personalities such as D.C. legend, Ralph Waldo “Petey” Greene.27 

Greene, united Black Urban Washington D.C. communities together with his 

encouraging words, humor and of course, the music they played. Through this 

community engagement, Green became a cultural icon and community advocate. After 

the passing of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, many political and culturally 

focused leaders and artist were silenced.  This gave way to the global commercialization 

                                                 
26 Chang, Jeff. Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation. New York, New York: 

Picador, 2005: 442. 
27  Ralph Waldo” Petey” Greene, is noted as one of the first  radio talk show host who addressed issues of 

poverty, race, and economics as it concerned the black urban experience in Washington, DC.  
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of hip hop, making it the most hypervisible black popular cultural form in the world. Hip 

hop enthusiast could be found the world over, and within the United States. Young 

people of all races partook in this black performance. Some would do so for explicitly 

political reasons, and this came with both possibility and peril. When we return to hip 

hop as a black cultural space, how can it thrive when the space is either regulated by 

outside forces or the community it is meant to serve cannot access it.  

TRACK FOUR: ASIAN AMERICAN VISIBILITY  

Historically, hip hop has given a voice to those who have been silenced. It has 

been the medium for urban Black rappers, musicians, writers, artists and activists who 

may not have had arena otherwise. The tone of American racial struggle has been written 

in the Black and White Binary. Over time the story of Native Americans and Latinos 

problematize this binary selectively and further complicates how Americans think of race 

construction. But how do Asian Americans fit into the discourse? From the outside 

looking in, some would suggest that Asian Americans do indeed have their own unique 

place in the conversations surrounding racial politics in the United States but this is not 

the case. Just because you see Asian Americans on TV shows, movies and other forms of 

popular culture does not mean that their influence and histories are being taken seriously. 

Historian and scholar Frank Wu argues, “Even books about race have neglected Asian 

Americans and immigrants to margins and footnotes. The stereotype of Asian Americans 
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has become all the powerful because Asian Americans are at once highly visible in 

popular culture and virtually invisible in serious discourse.”28 

According to Howard Winant and Michael Omi, the formation of race in 

twentieth century United States is less about phenotypical traits and more about the 

cultural politics that benefit the hegemony at that time and within a certain context. 

Winant further states, “Race is understood as fluid, unstable, and “decentered” complex 

of social meanings consistently being transformed by political conflict.”29 Winant’s 

theory on race, further complicates how African Americans are seen in the United States 

in relation to other racial groups. African Americans are looked to as the “fulcrum of 

white supremacy.”30 Blackness--and the association with such-- is feared and avoided. In 

the context of racial politics in the United States, blackness cannot exist without an 

inherent investment in whiteness: there must be a defined inferior in order for a superior 

to maintain power. And anything associated with Blackness –located at the bottom of this 

construct and inferior to Whites and any other racial group. In this case, Asian Americans 

are the “othered” group within the triangle. This triangulation does not infer Asian 

American superiority, nor does it assume there is valor for Asian Americans location 

between the White and Black binary. What the triangulation does is it provides a deeper 

understanding how Asian Americans fit into the conversation when discussing the 

Black/White racial binary in the United States.  Not quite American, Asian American are 

situated with a perpetual “foreignness” African Americans do not contend with. On the 

                                                 
28 Wu, Frank H. Yellow: Race In America Beyond Black and White. New York: Basic Books, 2002: 26. 
29 Winant, Howard. Racial Conditions: Politics, Theory, Comparisons. Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, 1994: 59.  
30 Nakagawa, Scot. "Blackness Is The Fulcrum." ChangeLab Online Magazine 4 May 2012.  
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other hand, the structure of racial triangulation allots affords Asian Americans certain 

“privileges” that are not granted to African Americans. For example, the “model 

minority” myth places a strong, innate work ethnic around Asians and Asian Americans.  

This supposed work ethic depicts Asian Americans as hard working and diligent despite 

their status as minorities –and often times assumed—foreignness. This idealistic view 

point sends the message that minorities can still strive and excel despite the challenges 

placed before them in the United States. Another upheld quality of the model minority is 

that Asian Americans are reserved, submissive and non-confrontational. Men are seen as 

subservient and the women docile.  The men are never seen as a threat to white 

masculinity or the women’s existence more than a play-toy and mail-order wife for white 

male fantasies. As less threating to the hegemony, Asian Americans support the triangle 

as a position for African Americans to strive to. Additionally, it sustains the structure of 

racial triangulation: that sustains the particular distribution of white power and favor.  

Returning to Omi and Winant’s theory on racial construction, racial categories are social 

constructions that help determine the “distribution of goods” in the United States.31 In her 

article, “The Racial Triangulation of Asian Americans” Claire Jean Kim complicates Omi 

and Winant’s theory of racial construction by fleshing out the theory of racial 

triangulation: “Asian Americans have been racially have triangulated vis-à-vis blacks and 

whites, or located in the field of racial positions with reference to these two other 
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points.”32 For Kim each point represents two processes that maintain the triangle. The 

first process is “linked valorization” defined as “dominant group A (whites) valorizes 

subordinate group B (Asian Americans) relative to subordinate group C (Blacks) on 

cultural and racial grounds in order to dominate both groups, but especially the latter.”33 

The second process is “civic ostracism”. Civic ostracism, according to Kim is when 

“dominant group A (whites) constructs subordinate groups B (Asian Americans) as 

immutably foreign and unassimilable with whites on cultural and racial grounds in order 

to ostracize them from the body politic and civic membership.”34 

Applying Kim’s theory of racial triangulation to MC Jin and his participation in 

hip hop culture, particularly his initial involvement in BET’s Freestyle Friday, provides 

clear perspective of how interracial exchanges, tensions and cooperation’s in the United 

States develop. Upon entering the arena of battle rapping, each participating emcee 

understands they’ve entered a competitive space. Their strategic use of metaphors and 

deployment of word smithing must demonstrate their ability to do better than their 

opponent. Additionally, the term “freestyle” indicates these skills must be invoked from 

what those in hip hop culture refer to as “off the dome”:  unrehearsed, created on the 

spot. The impromptu element enhances the veracity of emcees and Freestyle Friday 

serves as a contested space of marksmanship and authenticity. Many of the past winners 

gain handsome cash prizes and recording contracts. For Black emcees, this space 

                                                 
32 ibid. 
33 Ibid., 41.   
34 Ibid.   
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augments their creditability; for MC Jin it provides credibility where, without public and 

visual exposer he would have had difficulty obtaining.  

As I mentioned previously, when MC Jin appeared on Freestyle Friday, his attire 

was that of a typical battle emcee: extra-large Enyce sweater, a matching Red and Blue 

Kangol bucket hat, baggy jeans, single strand chain around his neck and white Nike gym 

shoes; all hip hop cultural capital and markers of authentic understanding of the cultural 

norms.35  MC Jin’s appearance alone challenges and disrupts the stereotypes of Asian 

American men in American media and popular culture. The image of the Triad Boss, 

Kung Fu Hero or asexual math geek is all disrupted the instant MC Jin made his debut on 

Black Entertainment Television. The moment MC Jin defeats six-time African American 

champion Hassan, he dismantles the racial castration of Asian American masculinity; or 

what David L. Eng defines as “the various ways in which the Asian American male is 

both materially and psychically feminized with the context of a larger U.S. cultural 

imaginary.”36MC Jin demonstrates a desire to inform the audience that just because he is 

Chinese American, does not mean he is incapable of quality lyricism.  

As stated previously, the theory of racial triangulation works on two levels:  

“linked valorization” and “civic ostracism”. Revisiting Kim’s framework of racial 

triangulation, in the context of BET’s Freestyle Friday competition, Whiteness is the 

dominant group. Some may ask how can whiteness be deemed as a dominant group in a 

space that a Black cultural and political space? In the context of battle-rapping, the main 
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goal is to win by handedly defeating your opponent. The prize (cash/ recording contract) 

gives access to wealth and privilege. Just as it is in the United States, wealth is a means to 

obtain white privilege and power.  On the same triangle Asian Americans are seen as the 

middle class, Machiavellian-type; cunning and untrustworthy, forever foreign yet more 

assimilatible, moving closer to white power and privilege but never quite obtaining it. On 

the other end, African Americans remain antithetical to Whites on the triangle. As such, 

African Americans are manifestations of poverty and disenfranchisement. The closer one 

is situated to blackness, the more likely they are associated with such lack. That said, 

ascribing to the privileges of White wealth and power—in this case through garnering 

wealth and exposure through the avenue of hip hop—upholds the structure of racial 

triangulation. Understanding the purpose and structure of racial triangulation helps better 

understand the problematic model minority and problem minority myths. In order to have 

a model minority, an opposite, inferior or “problem” minority needs to exist; there is no 

other way for the triangle to uphold itself without each striving towards whiteness.   

Another key issue of  the problematic myth situates all Asian Americans as a 

homogenous race void of any ethnic diversity equip with amazing intellect and stick-to-

it-ness that catapult them into relevant success in the medical and science fields. This is 

problematic for a number of reasons but I will highlight two. The first problem this 

Model Minority myth is that it perpetuates the idea that Asian Americans are, for 

whatever reason, superior to African Americans, but also other ethnic minorities. This 

supposed superiority placed on Asian American helps sustain the structure of racial 

triangulation. Without this component of superiority placed on “model minorities” the 
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triangle cannot sustain itself. When there is no assumed privilege for “inferior” minorities 

to strive to, the triangle collapses. In the case of MC Jin and his participation in BET’s 

Freestyle Friday competition, as long as the prize and visibility as an authentic emcee 

was at stake, he could continue to move upwards towards whiteness.  

TRACK FIVE: OUTRO (“…MY DETROIT PLAYAS….”)  

 Being from Detroit, you grow up with a very basic—and I will add narrow—

understanding of race. In Detroit, you are either Black or you are White; there is no in 

between. Detroit’s history of racial polarization didn’t just end when Henry Ford’s 

factory workers went home to their families, the divide has been embedded into our 

culture and even physically manifested in the form of infamous Eight Mile Road. The 

divide is simple: if you are Black you live South of Eight Mile, that’s the city. If you are 

White, you lived north of Eight Mile, the suburbs. But even after my own family choose 

to leave the city for a new life beyond such boundaries; it was very clear that racial 

politics was still very much a part of our lives.   

 I remember scrolling through one of my friend’s pictures on Instagram earlier in 

the year. I always think of Detroit as the smallest big city in the country.  Forget six 

degrees of separation, in Detroit, its one degree of separation—everyone is connected to 

everyone else by one person.  So when I was scrolling through my pictures and stumbled 

across this Asian American kat DJing, I paused. No, I was not surprised that he was 

Asian American it was what he was wearing what stood out. He was rocking the navy 

blue Old English fitted with the “D” monogram on the front. The surprise was that 
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whoever this kat was, he clearly had cultural capital in Detroit—he had an investment in 

identifying with the city.  

 According to the 2010 Census, Detroit’s population is roughly 83 percent African 

American.  The reality of such a large African American and working class population in 

Detroit associates the city with Blackness; the farther away from whiteness a space is, the 

closer it becomes associated with blackness. The longstanding conversations surrounding 

Detroit’s economic recession, is heavily loaded with race and class. Revisiting Lipsitz’s 

 theory on the “investment in whiteness”, blackness in cities like Detroit serves no 

purpose to this investment. So when I found out about DJ Soko I immediately wanted to 

know more about his background and how he got started in the Detroit Hip Hop scene, a 

very small, tight knit and majority black space within the city.    

During our conversation DJ Soko, (Born Eric Reynaert) shared with me that he 

was adopted by a white American family when he was an infant. Although, he only 

visited the small village outside of Seoul, Korea once since he was born; Soko is very 

proud of his Korean ancestry; so much so that his stage name is an homage to his 

heritage: South Korea. Raised in a suburb just outside of the city, he developed his skills 

on the turntables gradually by keeping his ear close to some of the greats such as DJ 

Premiere. Premiere’s scratch hook-method is what attached him to the art of DJing, but 

didn’t introduce him to hip hop culture; MC Hammer did that. “I know people like to 

front like they never listened to Hammer, but honestly when I first heard MC Hammer at 

a very young age, I was like 6 or something like that, can't really remember. But, that was 

the first time I was exposed to anything that had to do with hip hop”  It didn’t surprise me 
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that MC Hammer introduced him to hip hop; around the same time television channels 

such as The Box and MTV were growing their hip hop pallet and MC Hammer was in 

heavy rotation. It didn’t matter if you were in Detroit or Los Angeles, by the early 

nineties hip hop—in all its forms--had found a spot in the American household—

especially if you had cable television. You didn’t have to like it, but it was no longer a 

“regional thing”, it was no longer invisible, hip hop required you to pay attention.  

Soko’s recount of his first memories of hip hop and rap music solidifies just how 

important electronic technological advances are to hip hop. . For Soko, the very 

manipulation of certain technologies is the bases of his craft. As a DJ, Soko must 

reconstruct and recreate various sounds, lyrics and beats into a space to make people 

move. However, without the advent of scratching and spinning records DJ Soko’s 

entrance into hip hop culture would not exist because the art of DJing would not exist.  

 When we began our conversation, I admitted to Soko that I was surprised when I 

first saw him. “It wasn’t the fact that he was Asian American; I clearly was cognizant of 

Asian Americans in hip hop. It was because you are from Detroit” I shared.  

“Considering the social and racial infrastructure of the city, I wondered how he slipped 

past me. The hip hop scene in Detroit is just as intimate as the people who live there; 

everyone is connected to everyone. So where was the hold up?” I asked Soko about his 

experience working in the city as a DJ as well as growing up Asian American in the 

Motor City and he wasn’t one bit surprised about my reaction to him. When I asked him 

what it was like just growing up in Detroit, he expressed that there were numerous times 

that he didn’t feel as if he had a place. “As a kid, specifically as a teenager, I was angry a 
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lot when it came to the shit people would give me for being who I was. I'm just gonna say 

it, being an Asian kid raised by a white family it's almost like you feel like you're never 

fully accepted by white people (my family always accepted me no matter of course) and 

never fully accepted by Asian people.”  He goes on to explain the difficulty with living in 

between two worlds. “… It's almost like you're not Asian enough to fit in with Asians, 

and you'll never be white enough to fit in with white people. In some cases this was 

obviously only perceived rather than true, but there definitely were some cases where this 

was 100% the case.” DJ Soko’s comments about not having a place is not new. 

Reflecting on DJ Soko’s sentiment reminded me of the responses many of my peers had 

to seeing MC Jin defeat Hason on Freestyle Friday. Rather it was MC Jin or DJ Soko, 

their sheer presence was as loud as Grandmaster Flash’s sound system; you couldn’t 

ignore it. From my conversations with DJ Soko and my research of MC Jin’s 

performances, interviews and musical catalogue I know their participation in hip hop 

culture allowed them both to render themselves visible and tell their stories on their own 

terms.  

I suppose it is bigger than hip hop.  
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Appendix 

The following is an extensive literature review of the main texts that guided the 

research and construction of this report. 

RACE AND RACISM  

Since its introduction, the concept of double consciousness has endured as a 

theoretical framework within the field of black studies. Though many prominent works 

utilize W. E. B. DuBois’s concept in fascinating ways, for the remainder of this section I 

want to explore the importance of race and racism in relation to double consciousness via 

several texts: DuBois’s The Souls of Black Folk (1903), Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White 

Mask (1967), Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness 

(1993), Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s Racial Formation in the United States: From 

the 1960s to the 1990s (1994) and Albert Memmi’s Racism (1999). Double 

consciousness both subtly and decidedly informs the theoretical and methodological 

foundations of these texts in different ways.  For Gilroy, double consciousness operates 

as the contending space between Black American culture and the nation-state. How do 

we define Blackness in the United States when we insert influences from abroad? How 

do we consider Black American culture “authentic” when it has benefited from and 

contended with the strong influences of both Eurocentric and diasporic thoughts and 

cultures? What do we do with this information? According to Gilroy, we should “convey 

the special difficulties arising from black internationalism of an American identity.”37 
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 Shifting away from this thought process, Gilroy believes that because DuBois 

conceptualized double consciousness during changes in his philosophies and social 

interest he had a particular agenda in mind when he did created the theory. In addition to 

wanting to uplift Black Americans (and other subaltern communities), Gilroy also 

suggests to readers that they use double consciousness “as a means to animate a dream of 

global cooperation among peoples of color which came to full fruition only in his later 

work.”38 I read his claim as condescending and absolutist in relation to his understanding 

of DuBois. Because global cooperation is deemed a dream, Gilroy eliminates any 

possibility of deploying double consciousness as a method to dismantle colonialism. 

Furthermore, when Gilroy uses the term animate to describe his thoughts on the 

justification of double consciousness, I become disengaged with his argument and loose 

connection to his viewpoint. I am unclear as to how Gilroy can simultaneously dedicate 

an entire section of his text to a concept, acknowledge its importance to his argument, 

and then describe the same concept as part of a dream. How can double consciousness be 

a fantasy for Gilroy when it simultaneously undergirds his thesis?  

Another text that also structures its thesis around the importance of DuBois’s 

double consciousness is Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Mask (1967). Like Paul 

Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic, the Fanon’s book also grounds itself in an applied 

sociological approach. Fanon is very aware of the influence the study of sociology has on 

his work. Where Gilroy’s work is based on a cultural studies framework, however, Fanon 

takes a psychoanalytical approach, using himself as the primary subject. Though the use 
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of, psychoanalysis, Fanon explores how a subject develops their personality through lived 

experience and social interactions. Fanon writes that the purpose of his work is to:  

…enable the colored man to understand by way of clear-cut 

examples of the psychological elements that can alienate his black 

counterparts…There can be no argument that on both the 

psychoanalytical and the philosophical level, the constitution is a 

myth only for those who seek to over step it.39  

Fanon’s success lies in his intrepidness to use himself as a subject of study. In one very 

critical moment, Fanon describes an experience that he has on a train with a white boy 

and his mother. This moment illustrates two things: first, it demonstrates the moment 

where Fanon comes to term with his blackness and its connected discomfort; second, it 

highlights the specific time when he recognized that the mask he wore could be violently 

removed by others. To illustrate such weight, Fanon continues:  

As a result, the body schema, attacked in several places, collapsed, 

giving way to an epidermal racial schema. In the train, it was a 

question of being aware of my body, no longer in the third person 

but in the triple. In the train, instead of one seat, they left me two 

or three. I was no longer enjoying myself. I was unable to discover 

the feverish coordinates of the world. I existed in triple: I was 

taking up room. I approached The Other…and the other was 

evasive, hostile, but not opaque, transparent and absent, vanished. 

Nausea I was responsible for not only for my body but also for my 

race and my ancestors. I cast an objective gaze over myself, 

discovered my blackness, my ethnic features…40  

This is the point where “negrophobia” comes into play--a practice that is learned and 

taught. According to Fanon, negrophobia, and the hatred that surrounds it:  

[...] is not given; it is a struggle to acquire hatred, which has to be 

dragged into being, clashing with acknowledged guilt complexes. 

Hatred cries out to exist, and he who hates must prove his hatred 
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through action and the appropriate behavior. In this sense he has to 

embody hatred. This is why the Americans have replaced lynching 

with discrimination.41  

 It was not that the young boy. Although I link this experience with DuBois’s theory of 

double consciousness, Fanon pushes it one step further by suggesting that the experience, 

the “unveiling” of his black consciousness, tripled the weight of his lived experience. I 

read this as a psychological, bodily and spiritual experience. In other words, once Fanon 

experienced his racial revelation, he immediately felt the weight his race placed on him 

physically, mentally and emotionally. At this point, Fanon extends his thoughts:  

As long as the black man remains on his home territory, except for 

petty quarrels, he will not have to experience his being for others 

[…] Perhaps it could be argued that this is true for any individual, 

but such an argument would be concealing the basic problem. 

Ontology does not allow us to understand the being of the black 

man, since it ignores the lived experience. For not only must the 

black man be black; he must be black in relation to the white man. 

Some people will argue that the situation has a double meaning 

Not at all. The Black man has no ontological resistance in the eyes 

of the white man. From one day to the next, the Blacks have had to 

deal with two systems of reference. Their metaphysis, or less 

pretentiously their customs and the agencies to which they refer, 

were abolished because they were in contradiction with a new 

civilization that imposed its own 42  

When it comes to the construction of race, Albert Memmi and Omi and Winant both 

make very important arguments in regards race and racial construction. The main 

difference between these accounts is the scope of their analyses. Omi and Winant focus 

on racial construction in the United States, particularly after the Civil Rights and Black 

Panther movements. Memmi situates his argument around the construction of race in- 
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and outside the United States boarders. For Memmi, race is constructed around human 

experience and humans interactions with one another. How do situational differences 

influence the way in which race is constructed. How do these experiences determine how 

subjects of different races interact with one another? How does race serve as a tool for 

advancement?  

Despite this difference, both texts are very clear when it comes to making sure the 

reader understands that there is not just one fixed way to define racism. The same as there 

is not one fixed way that it is constructed. For Memmi, that happens within the broad and 

narrow strict sense. He states:  

There are those who believe that they can compile sets of traits to 

form coherent paradigms, which they call races. For them, the 

other races will be those that are impure and abominable, and their 

own, pure and admirable…But a broader use of the term racism 

also exists –in which the persecutor evinces the same attitude in 

the name of nonbiological differences (regardless of whether there 

are biological differences or not)... One cannot really interpret the 

first without understanding the second. And since the second is 

more common than the first it would seem reasonable to consider 

biological racism, which is relatively a recent phenomenon, as a 

special case of the other, whose practices are more widespread 

than the other 43  

Prior to my engagement with Memmi I would have thought the opposite. I find it 

interesting that the sense of discrimination, on the bases of biological difference is a 

lesser practiced—according to Memmi—form of racism than that of biological 

difference. In the case of Omi and Winant, the formation of race in the United States does 

not necessarily subscribe to strictly biological features either. This is the point at which 
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both of these texts excel. They do a good job and bringing in situational, social and 

political paradigms as modes of racial formation.  

For example, Omi and Winant make it very clear there are three different factors 

that contribute to racial formation in the United States. The first being the importance of 

political movements post-civil rights era, the second takes into account the fluidness of 

historical definitions of race and the ever changing social values on race and the third 

focus its attention on the importance of “state and nation-state” and how the interaction 

with such is a key determinate in racial formation.   

In addition to the social factors that must be considered when speaking about race 

and the U.S., Omi and Winant make certain that the three paradigms of ethnicity, class 

and nation based theories are not missed. This is a great strength in their overarching 

thesis. While trying to wrap my head around the paradigms, I found the argument around 

ethnicity to be worth note. What I found unique in their argument here was, according to 

Omi and Winant’s ethnicity based paradigm: 

Ethnicity theory isn’t very interested in ethnicity among blacks. 

The ethnicity approach views blacks as one ethnic group among 

others.  It does not consider national origin , religion, language, or 

cultural differences among blacks , as it does among whites, as 

sources of ethnicity…The black community has been intensively 

studied from an ethnographic standpoint, so there is no lack of 

materials for analysis. But ethnicity theory has not delved to any 

significant extent into the meaning of these “ethnic” distinctions. 44  

This really challenged me to wrap my head around why Omi and Winant didn’t dive 

more into this. Why did they not attack it in a way in which highlighted the various 
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ethnicities among those who identify as Black American? Was it simply because they ran 

out of time or was it because by doing so it would challenge the structures of the three 

paradigms that they had in place? For example, if we consider black Americans as a 

multifaceted ethnicity group, would that challenge how nations and nation-states are 

formed? If black Americans are forming an identity surrounding nation-statehood, how 

might this change if black American is broken out into various ethnicities? Does their 

argument lose any ground if these things are taken into consideration?  

 Comparing this to Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic Gilroy takes an ethno 

historical approach to defining black culture and blackness studies. For Gilroy, it is 

imperative to include multiple aspects including politics and history.  With this said, 

Gilroy pushes his reader to be aware of the Eurocentric influences that permeate these 

histories and political institutions. Similar to Omi and Winant’s second identified 

paradigm, Gilroy does emphasize the important role politics play in cultural and racial 

formation. The main difference is that Gilroy focuses on blackness and the development 

of Black culture and Omi and Winant focuses on the formation of race and the concept of 

race in the United States where Gilroy focuses on the formation of culture as it relates to 

blackness exclusively. Gilroy states that there is indeed a frustration with how seriously 

black cultural studies is taken in the academy yet also utilizes and highlights music as one 

of the most important vehicles that can be used to authenticate blackness. Gilroy states:  

Music is especially important in breaking in the inertia which 

arises in the unhappy polar opposition between a squeamish, 

nationalist essentialism and a skeptical, saturnalia pluralism which 

makes the impure world of politics literally unthinkable. The 

preeminence of music within the diverse black communities of the 
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Atlantic diaspora is itself an important element in their essential 

connectedness. 45 

Overall, my take away from these readings brought me to understand how race is 

constructed from various points of view. For some scholars, it is essential to consider the 

time and place (geographic location) in regards to how race is formed. For others, the 

political and social climates contribute in the formulation of race. The coming into 

contact with their ontology for the first time may contribute to the formation. Regardless 

of how one arrives at racial identity, all of the authors agreed that race does indeed exist.  

POLITICAL ALLIANCES  

Distinctly different from multiculturalism, Vijay Prashad’s text Everybody was 

Kung Fu Fighting: Afro-Asian Connections and the Myth of Cultural Purity (2001) 

centers on the idea of “polyculturalism.” Coined by Robin D.G. Kelly, the term pushes 

the readers focus towards a world-culture of Brown folk that is inclusive. Prashad gives 

an assumed minority reader a challenge: to understand the differences between the two 

and essentially identify the areas where multiculturalism falls short. Prashad explains: 

When people actively or tacitly refuse the terms of vertical 

integration they are derisively dismissed as either unassimilable or 

exclusionary. We hear “Why do the black kids sit together in the 

cafeteria,” instead of “Why do our institutions routinely uphold the 

privileges of whiteness?”  There is little space in popular discourse 

for an examination of what goes on outside the realm of white 

American among people of color.46 
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For Prashad, multiculturalism presents the wrong approach to issues of race and racism 

amongst marginalized groups of people; especially those in the United States.  The 

typical paradigm of multiculturalism fails to take into consideration how restricting 

multiculturalism is.  Prashad argues that “culture wraps us in to a suffocating embrace” 

and fails to consider various historical interactions throughout time and varied political 

exchanges that point to shifting alliances.47 Borrowing from Kelley, Prashad challenges 

the reader to reject the idea that individual races have exclusive ties to their culture. 

According to Prashad’s theory of polyculturalism, every culture has borrowed and has 

been influenced by another world culture. Borrowing from Kelley, Prashad argues:  

All of us, and I mean ALL of us, are the inheritors of European, 

African, Native American, and even Asian past, even if we can’t 

exactly trace our bloodlines to all these continents. Rejecting the 

posture of “racism with a distance,” Kelley argued that our various 

cultures “have never been easily identifiable, secure in their 

boundaries, or clear to all people who live in or outside our skin. 

We were multiethnic and polycultural from the get-go.” The theory 

of the polycultural does not mean that we reinvent humanism 

without ethnicity, but that we acknowledge that our notion of 

cultural community should not be built inside the high walls of 

parochialism and ethno-nationalism.48 

 It also, as suggested earlier, does not give any room for growth or movement. More 

specifically, multiculturalism does not issue any possibility for the recognition of the 

contributions from one culture into the next; regardless of their geographical location. 

From this observation, Prashad centers Everybody Was Kung Fu Fighting on Kelley’s 

notion of polyculturalism, which creates a foundation for the consideration of the world-
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wide, cultural intersectionality. Additionally, this idea also engages other theorists and 

historians such as Karl Marx, Amari Baraka and Stanley Fish.  

Throughout the majority of his text, Prashad explores various historical accounts 

and examples of Polyculturalism, examining how it is formed.  What we initially 

encounter is a historical analysis of the origins of polyculturalistic, Afro-Asian 

interactions. Prashad sufficiently clarifies to the reader that these alliances were not 

initially based on skin color, as they actually arose out of “cultural exchange.”  For 

example, in the first chapter, Prashad highlights various examples of early non-skin color 

based cultural exchanges. He highlights interactions of Afro-Asians that occurred through 

commercial trade, slavery, interactions along geographical boundaries and economics. 

Prashad notes historian Suvira Jaiswal, citing,  

It was largely due to the unequal accessibility of political and 

economic power that hierarchical status distinctions crystallized. 

From textual and archeological evidence, Jaiswal demonstrates that 

the differentiation of caste in southern Asia finds its origins in the 

ecology of Vedic cattle keepers and that state formation and 

patriarchy are the crucial pieces of the story, not any anachronistic 

notion of race. 

Here, Prashad explicates two very important aspects of his argument. First, he asserts that 

race is not a biological truth but a socially constructed ideal. As for the second point, he 

argues that the definition of culture can be fluid. He wants the reader to understand how 

xenophobia has played a critical role in the historical development of polyculturalism. In 

the earlier parts of the text, he writes, “Difference among peoples is something that we 

negotiate in our everyday interactions, asking question and being better informed of our 

mutual realities[;] To transform difference into the body is an act of bad faith, a denial of 
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our shared nakedness.”49 It is this “shared nakedness” that births polyculturalism. This 

aspect becomes sharper throughout the rest of his text as he encourages the reader to 

critically parse through xenophobia. If one takes into the account that xenophobia 

involves “fear of foreigners or strangers,” Prashad’s argument then becomes even more 

engaging as it teases out the idea of polyculturalism by challenging the reader to 

understand that cultures are co-dependent on one another. Given this case, would not 

xenophobic ideals be a form of self-hatred, especially if we consider polyculturalism 

engages a “world-culture”. How can one fear of foreigners when they themselves have 

been influenced by the “foreign”?  

Moving forward Prashad highlights the main problems with the theoretical and 

political engagement with racism. He does this by focusing on two main concerns: color-

blindness and multiculturalism. The problem with color blindness is, for Prashad, a 

problem of the twenty first century. He argues: 

The problem is simple: it believes that to redress racism, we need 

to not consider race in social practice, notably in the sphere of 

governmental action. The state, we are told, must be above race in 

its actions…That is, we are led to believe that racism is a 

prejudicial behavior of one party against another rather than the 

coagulation of socioeconomic injustice against groups…Color-

blind justice privatizes inequality and racism and it removes itself 

from the project of redistributive and anti-racist justice. 50 

From this point on, Prashad makes it very clear that one cannot address how 

polyculturalistic works without first addressing the issues of the twenty-first century, 

which surround race and racism. Through a historical analysis, he finds the state’s 
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negotiation of racial categories as dangerous and irresponsible. Prashad stresses the main 

disconnect with multiculturalism : it pulls from the most desirable elements of the said 

cultures and neglects any points of conflict, difference or disinterest. Prashad further 

states, “In short, they want the fun, but not the fundamentalism.”51 

One of the strongest elements of Prashad’s text lies in its ability to consider the 

many different variations of Afro-Asian interactions throughout history.  For example, he 

explores Chinese, East Indian, and African exchanges in the Caribbean during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries by dissecting various social and political 

interactions. Mutual threads, such as the Hosay Festival, the Rasta religion and the 

Trinidad Workers Association function as the most appropriate and effective examples of 

polycultualism.  

When engaging with Everybody Was Kung Fu Fighting, the reader can quickly 

feel his passion for the subject fly off of the pages. He does a phenomenal job at using 

historical examples to not only prove his points, but to also paint the reader a relatively 

clear picture of the mechanics of polyculturalism. For instance, in the third chapter, 

Prashad takes a significant amount of time exploring the Afro-Asian alliances that 

developed during the late nineteenth century in the West Indies. In this space Prashad 

carves out space where he explores the various moments where there is evidence of 

historical cultural influence from African to Asian or vice versa. In this particular 

instance Prashad introduces the reader to Hosay Festival, most commonly celebrated in 

the West Indies. Prashad  
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Hosay, like Canboulay or Carnival, was a space for the interaction 

of peoples many of whom could not otherwise gather together 

because of a colonial anxiety about unrest. Free transit was 

unknown in the plantation colonies, so any festival that broke the 

strictures on movement became popular with all those among the 

working population…The Hosay that year, [1884] then, was both a 

polycultural assertion and a labor protest, and so the plantocracy 

fired back with gunpowder and cultural guile…Faced with the 

combined rage of the Africans, East Indians, Chinese and others, 

the colonial state moved fast to reduce contacts among them, The 

officials bemoaned the complexity of cultural productions such as 

Hosay and the “loss of culture” if of the indentured workers.52  

He ends the piece by bringing everything full circle with a relatively cleaver 

engagement with the title of the book. I enjoyed pushing my thoughts beyond just the 

political and examining how the elements of polyculturalism show up in popular culture. 

With that in mind, it would have been helpful if Prashad had been able to spend more 

time with the most contemporary Afro-Asian interactions— especially those in the 

United States. Additionally, the reader is well aware of the weight placed on polycultural 

ties between African-Americans and East Indian peoples. Yet, questions about the 

relationships with East Asian remain unasked. While I understand that he primarily 

writes about the Black-Korean relations in Los Angeles during the 1990s, his coverage of 

other similar engagements could have been more balanced.  

 Moving slightly away from Polyculturalism, we engage Bill Mullen’s Afro-

Orientalism (2004). While Prashad focuses on a world-culture overall, Mullen observes 

how the white western world, and those colonized by it, has been affected by 

Orientalism. From the very beginning of Mullen’s text, the reader becomes aware of the 
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importance of W. E. B. DuBois’ influence on the concept. Mullen clearly states “this 

[book] is about the response of a select gathering of African American and Asian 

Americans to DuBois’ call.”53 (Mullen, xv) What Mullen is referring to here is DuBois 

challenge of “the negro problem” first addressed in the early twentieth century.  

 Like Prashad, Mullen does recognize and engage with a world view on thoughts 

and ideas by a variety of theorist and scholars, particularly Karl Marx. He even 

acknowledges Prashad’s success at his engagement with the polycultural theory but 

makes it very clear that he will not follow the same methods. He states “this owes in part 

to the books more focused interest in the impact on, and relationship of, different and 

differing Orientalism’s to struggles by writers and activist of African and Asian 

descent.”54 If we compare the approaches to Prashad’s work, then it is safe to say that 

Mullen includes a more literary element in his work. In short, Mullen explores how 

Orientalism has made an impact on activist and writers of the African and Asian 

diaspora.  

 Theoretically, Mullen does take a more diasporic take on his work. He is very 

aware the major influences—and differences--- many writers in the African Diaspora 

have in relation to Orientalism. Mullen also makes it clear throughout his text that in 

order to achieve a complete understanding of Orientalism the approach must be dialect—

this is to say, African American and Asian American political and cultural ideals must be 

in conversation with one another. Mullen states: 
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A counter discourse that at times shares with its dominant 

namesake certain features but primarily constitutes an independent 

critical trajectory of thought on the practice and ideological weight 

of Orientalism in the Western world. Afro-Orientalism, in other 

words, is a signifying discourse on race, nation, and global politics 

constituting a sub tradition in indigenous U.S. writing on 

imperialism, colonialism, and the making of capitalism empire.55 

It is in this moment the reader is made very aware of the importance of a grass-roots 

perspective to the work. Mullen engages with writers such as Richard Wright, James and 

Grace Lee Boggs and W.E.B DuBois. Like Prashad, Mullen does make use of a variety 

of sources and influences in his work. But one the key difference is that Mullen wants the 

reader to have an acute awareness of how and when Asian ideals have influenced African 

Diasporic critical thought, and vice versa. 

 One of my main critiques of Mullen is his radicalism. I am unsure if some of his 

proposed solutions and suggestions on future engagements would bode useful—or be 

very practical outside of a grass-roots mainframe. However, this also could be the larger 

point for Mullen—that the only way to engage these arguments is from the bottom-up. 

What I did find useful and unique (outside of the theory of Afro-Orientalism in and of 

itself) was some of his last chapters in his book. These were the moments where he 

provided and explored not only the importance of Afro-Orientalism in political practice 

and scholarship, but also cultural practice and performance—focusing mainly on the 

performance history of Fred Ho. Additionally, it would have been helpful to have more 

engagement with female practitioners of Afro-Orientalism outside of Grace Lee Boggs. 
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Yes, there is a section in the books that engages feminine influence, but it still is heavily 

presented through the lens of Fred Ho’s performance pieces.  

 Finally we engage with the anthology of Afro-Asia :Revolutionary Political and 

Cultural Connections Between African Americans and Asian Americans.(2008)  Edited 

by Bill Mullen and Fred Ho, it essentially is an amalgamation of the previous engaged 

texts. The editors make it very clear as to why the text is needed. They state:  

The urgency of greater Afro Asia solidarity and the general 

elevation of radical, anti-imperialist leadership and political 

consciousness have become dire with the escalating tragedy of 

sensationalized racist violence between Asian and Blacks. This 

anthology seeks to fight, counter, resist, and attack this condition 

by illuminating a tradition of creative political and cultural 

resistance grounded in Afro-Asian collaboration and 

connectivity.56 

The anthology is broken down into four parts: African and Asian Diasporic works, 

National Liberation and Politics, Afro Asian Arts and Creative Writings by African 

American and Asian American writers. Each part distinctly addresses some of the issues 

and answers some of the questions that the previous two texts could not make time for. 

Even some of the scholars and key political figures in Afro Asian thought who are cited 

in the previous text appear in Afro Asia such as W.E.B Dubois, Mao Zedong, Fred Ho 

and Robin D.G. Kelley. This alone makes the anthology quite strong.  

Considering the four parts of the anthology, I found the last two sections stood out 

the most as they provided insight and voice in places Prashad and Mullen did not (Or 

perhaps could not) explore. Writers such as Thien-bao Thuc Phi, a Vietnamese American 
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poet and activist, address Asian Americans in Hip Hop. Phi, does a brilliant job of mixing 

not only little known Asian American history but sewing it into the largely African 

American historical discourse surrounding the art form. He does not leave any stone 

unturned and challenges both Asian American and African American purveyors of hip-

hop to think more broadly on how each have influence on each other. Another example is 

of Japanese American and African American writers David Mura and Alexis Pate 

meander through their experiences with one another as an Asian American and African 

American respectively, in Minnesota in the early 1990s. The authors are not only candid 

but it is here that I am able to hear something that I rarely do when engaging in Afro 

Asian thought—and that is a African American female voice. This is not only rare, and 

thus invaluable to the anthology as a whole.  

 The biggest critique I have of the anthology is that it again, takes a very radical 

undertone; even with the authors the editors choose to include. This is not a bad thing, but 

I do find that the arguments and view of Afro-Asian discourse in this anthology have a 

potential to appear lopsided in scope. In order for such a text to equally engage one must 

consider more variety in the voices presented. However, one also take into account the 

time that each writer had in order to get their points across was very limited. Kudos to the 

editors of the anthology for providing a very detailed and informative bibliography of all 

of their writers for those who may be interested in taking Afro-Asian scholarship one step 

further. It is indeed the Afro Asian sampler platter—providing the reader with a taste of 

various examples of polyculturalism and Afro Orientalism in action, yet, leaves them 

wanting more.  
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THE THIRD WORLD CONCEPT  

On the surface, Laura Pulido’s Black, Brown, Yellow and Left: Radical Activism 

in Los Angeles (2006), Daryl Maeda’s Chains of Babylon: the Rise of Asian America 

(2009), Rychetta Watkins’ Black Power, Yellow Power and the Making of Revolutionary 

Identities (2012) and Diane Fujino’s Samurai Among Panthers: Richard Aoki on Race, 

Resistance, and a Paradoxical Life (2012) all speak to the histories, issues and goals of 

forming political alliances across racial lines. This observation is true. Each text 

examines cross-racial politics, primarily amongst African Americans and Asian 

Americans, during the mid-twentieth century. However, to suggest that the former 

statement is the only theme of each text is misleading and in fact misses some of the 

additional questions each text advances. Questions such as: What does it mean to be 

Asian American in the United States during the mid-twentieth century? How does the 

nation’s political climate influence the advancement of a pan-Asian identity? Which 

political ideologies did Asian Americans borrow from the Black radical tradition and why 

were they chosen? What were the circumstances that contributed to the development of 

some Asian American and African American alliances? Where did these groups diverge? 

Each author tackles these questions from various points of views and deploys a 

variety of methods to reach their goals of exploring race and politics from an African 

American and/or Asian American perspective. With this in mind, it is important to note 

that even though these texts all focus on Afro Asian intersections within a political and 

activist framework; this does not and should not insinuate a shared sense of solidarity. 

These texts also do not suggest that the there is a singular linear left experience for 
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African Americans and Asian Americans. Finally, the methodology of each text varies 

from historiographical, sociological and mixed cultural studies; I found this particularly 

important considering the various goals of each text and the various strategies necessary 

to arrive at such. 

The first text, Black, Brown, Yellow and Left by Laura Pulido, is a comparative 

analysis of Black, Chicana/o and Japanese American political engagement in Third 

World Left radicalism over a ten-year span covering 1968-1978. The author explores the 

strengths and weaknesses of three main groups: El Centro de Accion Social y Autonomo 

(CASA), East Wind and the Black Panther Party (BPP). Additionally, she clearly 

highlights that the focus of her research remains in the geographical area of Los Angeles. 

Throughout her text, the reader is reminded that Los Angeles serves as a unique location 

mainly due to the obvious cultural diversity and each ethnic group’s proximity to one 

another. She asserts that although there is room to discuss other ethnic groups, 

particularly the Latina/o and other  Asian American diasporas, it is important to remain 

focused on the political activist perspective of Black, Chicana/o and Japanese Americans. 

Understanding this aim from the beginning of the text allows the reader to engage with 

the factors that motivated each groups participation—particularly around the subject of 

racism.  

Being very careful not to exclude the importance of the Black Panther Party, she 

spends time highlighting their role in the third world politics during this time. Pulido’s 

analysis would be incomplete if she casually neglected to cite the party’s influence on 

both CASA and East Wind. She delicately provides historical context for each group in a 
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way that avoids obstructing her larger goal. For Pulido, the BPP serves as a foundation of 

radical political thought not only amongst Blacks but also other racially marginalized 

groups on the west coast. Pulido states:  

 …the implications of Black Power were significant for all those 

involved in social protest….a second consequence of Black Power 

was the extent to which it inspired other people of to mobilize. In 

Los Angeles this included, in addition to Chicanas/os and Japanese 

Americans, smaller groups like Arab Americans, Vietnamese, and 

Filipinas/os. While the Civil Rights Movement raised the 

consciousness of potential activist, Black Power pushed them into 

action, eventually resulting in the Red, Yellow, and Brown Power 

movements…which ultimately gave rise to the Third World Left.57  

With this in mind, the reader understands the importance of the BPP to third world left 

political organizing without such an influence hindering the overarching goal of the text: 

to examine how, why and when these political and racially influenced interactions 

happened and at what junctures. What do such interactions say about the perspective of 

race politics within each organization? In other words, what is happening within the 

country and outside the boundaries of the United States that influenced the activity and 

ideology of the BPP, CASA and East Wind organizations? Pulido does a fair job 

reminding the reader that not only did each group have a common thread under the “third 

world” umbrella, but how important it is to note how each group viewed themselves 

within the context of global politics. Just because one was a member of the East Wind did 

not mean that they were involved and motivated to participate in politics surrounding the 

Viet Nam war and had an automatic solidarity with their “Asian Brethren” overseas.  
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Pulido examines and interviews a number of female activists from each party and 

engages with their unique experiences as women involved in third world left groups. If 

one has had any exposure to the discourses surround surrounding radical left political 

groups during this time frame then you are familiar with the very real—and often 

repetitive—conversation surrounding patriarchy. I cannot say that these critiques are 

unwarranted—and Pulido does a great job at acknowledging this—but not without 

making it very clear that it was not just a phenomena exclusively linked to the BBP. 

Pulido also contextualizes some of the detrimental social realities that some of these 

women faced inside and outside of their respective parties. She takes note to engage with 

Black feminist historical discourse when she acknowledges the historic “defeminzation” 

of Black Women in the United States:  

“It is important to bear in mind that Black women have historically been rendered 

as masculine in this country. When the status of “woman” is withheld, there is no need to 

extend to Black women the consideration due to white ones.”58 Considering this 

important ideological marker is often missed by non-black studies or non-feminist studies 

focused scholars, I was greatly surprised at her inclusion of such an intricate, yet 

important detail surrounding black feminist thought and engagement. Within the 

boundaries of CASA, the issues surrounding women differed. Unlike the BPP, there were 

not very many women who rose to higher ranks and stayed there. The author suggests the 

reason behind this has to do more with the organization’s focus on theoretical work—a 

venue where not many women were welcomed or felt adequate to participate in. The 
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second reason situates itself around the value placed on the work and how certain tasks 

and responsibilities were gendered. A final and perhaps most important factor surrounded 

gendered differences amongst CASA’s female members due to what the author describes 

as “subjective/objective” duality. For women in East Wind, although issues of misogyny 

were not as apparent, the women did have to make their voices heard. Pulido uses the 

time she spends on the gender line as a way to highlight and explore some of the 

different—and sometimes highly problematic—cultural differences amongst the three 

racial groups and how the political realities effected these groups.  

 Another key piece Pulido brings to the multiracial discourse is that of the 

reasoning and motivation behind joining such groups.  There is a long standing 

assumption that people of color are automatically unified inside and outside of their racial 

groups and between other minorities simply because they are the same race or class. To 

prove these assumptions wrong, I would argue is one of the major goals of the text. She 

argues: 

The dynamic between the self and the external world is complex. 

For this reason we cannot automatically assume that because 

someone is poor, or belongs to a subordinated group, that person 

will become political, or, if her or she does, the content of his or 

her politics. Witness, for example, the proliferation of nonwhite 

conservatives. The fact that many respond to them with confusion 

and anger is indicative of the assumptions we make. Clearly, care 

must be taken in ascribing causality, and we must strive to balance 

an individual’s story with larger historical events. 59 

A fair engagement is cited, however, this was an opportunity for Pulido to flesh out her 

stance a little bit more. Although she does do so in the later chapters when she takes on 
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the politics surrounding race, class and nation she does leave this subject partially 

unattended. It is understood, as that is not the main focus or the goal of the text but 

perhaps a few more examples of individuals/groups of those who fit this particular group 

and why. 

 The challenges of solidarity often arise in the scholarship surrounding Third 

World politics. How does one define imperialism? What does racism mean to those 

involved with the various movements surrounding racial and political identity?  What is 

the difference between racism and imperialism? In Daryl Maeda’s Chains of Babylon this 

question is deeply examined and explored. Maeda uses a combination of both historical 

analysis and comparative ethic studies to get the key issues surrounding Asian American 

cultural production and the political impact the activism of the mid twentieth century had 

on such. Maeda weaves in and out of the politics surrounding Asian American identity 

and the challenges that surrounded the emergence of a pan-Asian political identity. Like 

Pulido, the theme of solidarity is discussed and is a focus. Also like, Pulido, Maeda does 

situate some of his work on one Asian American political group. This time the majority 

of the focus is on the Red Guard Party: one of the very first Asian American radical 

groups in the United States. Where Maeda differs is he focuses on the groups’ use of 

performance to engage with their politics. The author compares the Red Guard Party and 

Frank Chin and how each played a key role in the construction of a more unified Asian 

American identity. Maeda argues  

While rallies on the street and drama on stage constitute different 

genres, those both the Red Guard and Chin were scripted with 

internationality and visually constructed and displayed the politics 
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and identities of their participants. Furthermore, the Red Guards 

and Chin exemplify the two distinct ideologies most commonly 

understood to have motivated the construction of Asian American 

identity: Third World internationalist radicalism and domestic U.S. 

cultural nationalism. Comparatively examining the performances 

of radicals and cultural workers thus provides a valuable register of 

competing visions of Asian America.60  

One of the key differences of Maeda’s work is that it addresses the cultural performance 

of Blackness while attempting to construct a unique Asian American identity. What does 

this say about the perception and value placed in blackness by Asian Americans at this 

time? Maeda does make it clear that these performances of blackness were not to be 

digested as mimics but as vehicles of cultural exploration during a time when Asian 

Americans were rendered invisible. Clearly this did not fall just to the performances 

within their social needs but also political ones as Maeda highlights the various mirroring 

of the Red Guard Party from that of the Black Panther Party.  

 Maeda continue to utilize historical cultural analysis to engage with other 

historical figures such as Japanese American Pat Sumi and S.I Hayakawa. He uses their 

narratives to illustrate the differences between the formations of Asian American identity. 

He ties their lives and involvement to blacks and black organizations as turning points in 

thought towards larger issues such as the war in Vietnam. He makes the reader very 

aware that there was not always an Asian American solidarity and certain historical 

events (War in Vietnam) and political interactions influenced the cultivation of an Asian 

American identity. This is one of the text’s strongest points. It is different in the fact that 
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it stays focused on the Asian American history without being dismissive of the African 

American influence. With that said, Maeda could have included a few more Asian 

American political influencers outside of Chin, Hayakawa and Sumi to drive home his 

point but it lacks in personal touch it makes up for in rich comparative analysis.  

 One of Maeda’s shining points—the usage of media and cultural studies—

continues to show itself in other works. Texts such as Rychetta Watkins’ Black Power, 

Yellow Power, and the Making of Revolutionary Identities move in a different direction 

while keeping the focus on intersections between African American and Asian American 

political identities. Where Maeda makes it clear that “interdependence” of minority 

groups can be harmful to the overall discourse, Watkins looks to move past it and take 

her comparative ethnic study in a different direction. One thing that is very clear from the 

beginning of her text is that her work is meant to be not only inter disciplinary but also 

multi-faceted. She engages the reader in literary studies, historical analysis, political 

theory and examination of visual and media arts; a tactic that sets her study apart from the 

rest.  

 From the very beginning the reader is engaged with literary studies that challenge 

the reader to engage with these two groups from a completely different perspective. Her 

main goal is to examine the “shifting meanings of race and identity”. Like her 

predecessors she begins her research in the mid-1960s however, unlike them she engages 

her analysis all the way up until the early 1980s. One venue that authors surrounding 

these Third World intersections have not spent as much time on is the effects within the 

academy. It is at this point Watkins separates herself from the others. Asking critical 
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questions such as how does one engage with the academy and politics surrounding ethnic 

studies? Watkins further challenges the reader to remove their focus off the “gaze” of the 

colonizer stating:  

Education in this instance has both, in the words of Gates, a 

backward-glancing” and an inward-gazing function. The Third 

World College, according to this manifesto, would investigate the 

creation of whiteness to expose its complexity in the hegemonic 

system of “institutional racism,” also known as American-style 

colonialism. This preoccupation with the “gaze” of the colonizer 

locks the ethnic American “Other” in a deadly embrace with the 

Subject that is the mechanism of perpetuation and repression.61  

As stated earlier anther focus that Watkins places in her text is that surrounding imagery. 

She spends a significant amount of time with the image of the gorilla and the image of 

the guerilla as it surrounds not only racial formation, but political and revolutionary 

identity. Watkins argues the value in this imagery has a deeper effect in terms of Afro 

Asian American solidarity. Watkins states:  

As the primary representation of radical struggle, the guerilla 

serves, in effect, as the arms and legs to the vanguards mouth. 

Initially, the “guerilla” subject was meant to function as a type of 

“transnational” ethnic consciousness designed to usher people of 

color from “rhetorical change to subjective change.” For African 

American and Asian American revolutionary nationalist, the figure 

came to symbolize both a revolutionary ideology and a new social 

consciousness, one that heralds both self-determined black and 

yellow masculinities and the legitimacy of  black and yellow 

community power.62  

Moving forward the reader is brought to an understanding that Watkins main goal is to 

examine different ways and methods African American and Asian Americans found 
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themselves politically aligned and how the definition of race shifted and how these 

definitions effected such political allies. Although some of her comparisons are a stretch 

she does at least couple them with thorough research and meticulous analysis. I was 

equally impressed with her mention and engagement with Frantz Fanon and found the 

implementation of African American studies as one of the found foundations of her 

studies refreshing.  

 Moving off the mainframe of comparative ethnic studies and political theory we 

move to Diane Fujino’s Samurai Among Panthers; a historical analysis of Richard Aoki’s 

life and contribution to radical thought through his participation and dedication to the 

creation of the Black Panther Party. In comparison to all the other texts, this is the only 

true narrative on the roster. However, unlike a traditional biography the author situates 

Aoki’s life as a way to speak to his impact on Third World politics.  

 One of the most important things that Fujino brings to the discourse is how Aoki’s 

perspective influences the overall narrative. Another critical take-away from this piece is 

how, despite the Black Panthers Party influence on other political radical groups of the 

time, it is interesting to note Aoki’s influence on the Panthers. Fujino presents a reading 

of masculinity and the performance of black masculinity. The author does a good job at 

piecing some of Aoki’s personal life to his political alliances; despite his resistance to 

share too much about the former. What does it mean for an Asian American man to 

identify so strongly with a Black radical group? What does the response to Aoki from 

other Asian Americans say about the shared sentiment surrounding the black body? 

Skillfully, Fujino does a good job at parsing through so much data over the course of 
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almost ten years. Of course, it would have been helpful to have more information about 

Aoki’s personal life, but this by far is the most intricate story of the man’s life and adds 

value to the archive surrounding not only black and Asian political thought but also the 

politics of identity.  

COMMUNITY STUDIES  

James Loewen, Claire Jean Kim and Scott Kurashige all approach the various 

dynamics of Afro-Asian American intersections. In their text The Mississippi Chinese: 

the Difference Between Black and White (1971), Bitter Fruit: the Politics of Black 

Korean Conflict in New York City, and Shifting Grounds of Race: Black and Japanese 

Americans in the Making of Multiethnic Los Angeles (2008) all successfully examine 

these cultural engagements through various community interactions between African 

Americans and Chinese, Korean and Japanese Americans respectively. With this in mind, 

the scholars situate their arguments on a shared—even if not always exclusively stated—

understanding of race as a changing, social and political construct. For Loewe, it is the 

way segregation operates in Deep South Mississippi For Kim and Kurashige, the focus 

their narrows around very specific political events in New York and Los Angeles 

respectively.63 New York. It is apparent that all three scholars believe there is something 

very important to be learned about the construction of race—particularly in the twentieth-

century United States. All three acknowledge a social hierarchy that comes into play; for 

them, hegemony serves as one the main component that perpetuates the system of racial 
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power. Some of the major questions the reader encounters in the text are: How are these 

racial orders constructed? What are some of the ways and/or moments these constructions 

occur? Who benefits from these hierarchies and how so?  How might each group relate to 

each other within the structure?  

Loewen examines the interesting relationship between the Chinese and African 

Americans in Jim Crow Mississippi. During the tenure of his ethnography, Loewen 

discovers how the addition to Chinese immigrants to the racial order complicates the 

structure of the racial hierarchy between the White and Black racial binaries. In his text, 

he brings the reader to a cross-roads when he places before them the interesting method 

in which a “racial other” such as the Chinese are racialized in very particular ways when 

such classification benefits the White Community in Mississippi.  In addition to 

disrupting the importance of the racial hierarchy that White southerners relied on 

culturally and economically, the Chinese in Mississippi, according to Loewen challenged 

the already built-in caste system. Loewen explains: 

The Chinese, on the other hand, were sojourners in the Delta. 

While sojourning, their basic standards for defining self-worth 

emanated from outside the Mississippi system. They were thus 

relatively impervious to the status attacks against businessmen in 

black neighborhoods which kept whites from competing with them 

effectively. Moreover, whites have been more tolerant of the 

Chinese than of their fellow Caucasians. Since they came from 

outside the system, their violation of its etiquette rules seemed less 

threating. They could get away with actions which would subject 

native whites to “turncoat” or “nigger-lover” attacks. Thus the 

Chinese have been free to locate stores right in the heart of Negro 

areas and to live behind them and keep them open fifteen to 

eighteen hours a day. And they will to define their stores as black-
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oriented—by location, choice of foodstuffs, and most importantly, 

by courtesy. 64 

It is apparent that all three scholars do believe that there is something very 

important to be learned about the construction of race—particularly in the twentieth- 

century United States. All three acknowledge a social hierarchy that comes into play; for 

them, hegemony serves as one the main component that perpetuates the system of racial 

power. Some of the major questions the reader encounters in the text are: How are these 

racial orders constructed? What are some of the ways and/or moments these constructions 

occur? Who benefits from these hierarchies and how?  How might each group relate to 

each other within the structure?  

Racial triangulation is the method that consistently appears within the three texts. 

According to Kim:  

The racial triangulation of Asian Americans takes places via two 

simultaneous discursive practices: relative valorization, by which  

White opinion makers valorize Asian Americans as superior to 

Blacks on cultural grounds; and civic ostracism, by which White 

opinion makers construct Asian Americans as permanently foreign 

and unassimilable on the same cultural grounds…Racial 

triangulation means that Korean immigrants are often marginalized 

as racial “others” but that they escape the severity and scope of the 

marginalization imposed on Blacks.65  

Coupling Kim’s standpoint on racial triangulation with his own perspective, Kurashige 

takes a similar viewpoint; however, he focuses on racial triangulation within Los Angeles 

from the twentieth century. He writes:  
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In the multiethnic city, triangulation further informed the 

construction of racial identity and social position. Social scientist 

Charles S. Johnson wrote, ‘The focusing of racial interest upon the 

Oriental has in large measure overlooked the Negro, and the city 

accordingly, has been regarded by them, from a distance, as 

desirable and likely to yield for them important opportunities for 

living and earning a living.’66  

Here, Kurashige illustrates the reliance how particular social positions of “Orientals” 

riled on the structure of racial triangulation. Through all three text the reader can engage 

how blatantly manipulative the structure of racial triangulation is when it relates to Black 

and Asian Americans. For Kurashige, the aim is to highlight how African Americans and 

Japanese Americans reasoned with racial triangulation. Drawing on some personal 

experiences of Langston Hughes, Kurashige takes the time to highlight some of the 

mechanics of racial triangulation when it comes to the relationships between African and 

Japanese Americans in the early part of the twentieth century, and how it manipulates 

Black and Japanese Americans in the city of Los Angeles. He cites: 

But in multiethnic Los Angeles, Blacks were also more likely to 

come into interpersonal conflict with Japanese individuals. Living 

on the West Coast off and on during the Depression, Langston 

Hughes noted that many African Americans believed “Japan might 

be the savior of the darker peoples of the world.” Yet, he added, 

some with more direct contact contended Japanese Americans did 

“not care to associate with Negroes.” Triangulation, the 

distinguished writer reasoned, was likely at work.  “The Japanese 

in America don’t suffer all the inconveniences we do…so I can 

understand why they might not want to be identified with us—and 

perhaps Jim Crowed as a result.” African Americans could utilize 

triangulation in return. Whereas some Black nationalist viewed 
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Japanese Americans as a model of economic success, others were 

just as likely to see them as economic and political competitors.67 

This passage also evidences the mutability of racial concepts in the United States and its 

social significance. For we see both Johnson (quoted by Kurashige) and Loewen use the 

term “negro” to define a racial group that is contemporarily known as “Blacks” or 

“African Americans.”  

 Another very important thing to note about Kurashige’s text is that it is the most 

historically focused one of the three books. While his counterparts Kim and Loewen 

focus on a very particular event in the recent past, Kurashige weaves in and out of the 

Black/Japanese American narrative within the twentieth century. Although he does 

indeed acknowledge racial triangulation and hegemony in his work, the reader can tell 

that he is a trained historian as opposed to a sociologist or an anthropologist. Another 

interesting cultural strain that Kurashige engages is the narrow assumptions on Japanese 

and Black American racial solidarity. Unfortunately, Kim’s text does not spend much 

time on this issue. Loewen, on the other hand, does look at how the merging of Black and 

Chinese families in Mississippi indeed lowered the social capital of the Chinese rather 

than provide footing into the white economic circles.   

In Kim’s text, her main goal is clear: to highlight the nuances of racial power and 

make the reader aware of how such power influenced and shaped the Black-Korean 

conflict—particularly that of the Red Apple Boycott of 1990 in New York City. Through 
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this particular event, Kim parses through the issues that arise from the intricate structures 

that racial power needs to sustain itself.  

Some important themes the author grapples with throughout the text are that of 

resistance, accommodation, and the structure and creation of racialized politics. Kim uses 

these topics to challenge the reader question the structures of racial power. She argues 

that past examinations of racial power—particularly those between two marginalized 

racial groups in the United States—have either fallen short or, overall, ignored the 

particulars of racial power. The author states: 

It should not surprise us that the multidisciplinary literature on 

Black-Korean conflict tends to naturalize or cover up racial power 

through three interrelated practices: decontexualization, 

depoliticization, and delegitmization. The three practices are linked 

in the following way: the more one focuses on overt group 

behavior to the neglect of broader contextual forces, the less likely 

one is to grasp the political significance of that behavior and the 

more likely one is to condemn it as irrational or pathological.68  

Here, Kim acknowledges the shortcomings of previous studies surrounding inter-racial 

conflict, while at the same time addressing the holes she wishes to fill in her study. One 

of the main objectives of the text is to find how racial power and distributions of such 

become “visible” during the Big Apple Black-Korean conflict of 1990. From the 

beginning of the text, she makes the reader aware that she utilizes the scholarship of 

Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s on race and racial formation. From this point, the 

author makes it clear that the basis of her argument stands on the premises that race is a 

social construct, rather than a biological one. Borrowing from Winant, Kim reminds us 
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why the understanding of racial categories is essential if we are to understanding the 

importance of the Black-Korean conflict. Additionally, she pushes for a particular to 

focus “not just why inequalities among racial groups exist, but how these groups get 

reconstituted on a continuous basis as distinct “races” and how this affects the ultimate 

distribution of goods.”69  

 Keeping the center of her theoretical framing around racial formation the author 

challenges the reader to think of how such constructions are built, why they are built and 

for whom these constructions benefit. She makes no secret that such constructions benefit 

the same hegemonic forces that created them. With that said, Kim admits that although 

white domination –and the need to sustain it--does in fact perpetuate whites Americans at 

the top of this racial hierarchy.  Understanding this, pushes the reader to understand, in 

order for such a racial hierarchy to exist and sustain itself, that certain groups must 

benefit from social, economic and financial opportunities and that others do not.  

It is at this juncture that Claire Jean Km, Scott Kurashige and James Loewen 

intersect. All three authors recognized the meticulous and purposeful structure of 

segregation. Kurashige focuses his attention  towards housing and different geographical 

enclaves in Los Angeles, Kim through a particular moment of protest in New York and 

Loewen through that of rural farming in Mississippi With this in mind, what I did find 

interesting how geography plays into racial power dynamics. If we consider that each 

author focuses on events that happen in the twentieth century, it is by no accident that 

certain forms of racial, social and economic capital differ depending on region. For 
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example, Kim and Loewen focus on the marketers –Kim the Korean merchant and 

Loewen the Black merchant. However, what is important is to understand Kim’s point 

that as financial needs of the white hegemony shift the ways in ethnic minorities are 

categories will also shift.  

 In Loewen’s case he strictly focuses on the intricate dynamics of segregation and 

how it disadvantages the Black marketer in the Mississippi Delta. Inspired by the work of 

Frantz Fanon Loewen breaks the disadvantages the Negro marketer has based on his race:  

..Here the explanation is closely tied in with the caste spilt between 

Negro and White. When whites define Negroes as subhuman, to be 

shunned, this has a massive effect upon the Negro. It presents to 

him a basic self-definition which is incredibly negative…Fanon 

called it “a systematic negation of the other person and a furious 

determination to deny the other person all attributes of humanity.” 

At the same time, by setting whites up as the higher group, 

segregation defines them as a reference group whose thoughts are 

automatically important to the subordinate population, far too 

important to be ignored. And segregation is backed by a codified 

set of norms which makes the consequences for an aberrant Negro 

very serious indeed; ignoring the norms is completely out of the 

question.” 70 

Despite Kim’s strong reliance on Michael Omi and Howard Winant’s racial theory, she 

does deviate from it slightly. While recognizing the strengths of racial formation theory 

she acknowledges there are some holes in such theory when considering all of the steps 

of her overall goal of tackling racial power. In the consideration of “racial ordering” she 

states that Omi and Winant’s framework “presents [the] racialization processes—or the 

process by which people get defined and characterized as racial groups—as open-ended 

and highly variable, it does not give us the conceptual tools  we need to grasp how 
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relational and even mutually constitutive racialization process can be.”71 (Kim, 10) In 

other words, Omi and Winant’s framework for racial order is too open ended and thus she 

redefines such in order to define racial ordering. For Kim, in order for any group to 

become racialized their racial position must be situated against either positively –or in the 

case of the New York Red Apple Boycott –negatively against another race. With this in 

mind, Kim does not take the traditional route in doing so. For Kim, racialized orderings 

in the United States are not, and should not be measured linearly. By contrast they should 

be situated “as a field structured by at least two axes: that of superior/inferior and that of 

insider/foreigner.”72  

The third concept that Kim bases her text around is that in which she defines as 

“frame repertoires”—a theory created by socialist David Snow. For Kim this is where the 

sociological influences come into play as another major component to her theoretical 

framework. This comes in particularly strong when both Kim and Kurashige focus on the 

responses of whites and Asians towards the inequality in racial power. Both authors want 

the reader to understand that although most black political movements are remembered 

for one singular event or individual the politics surrounding such are not unprovoked 

thoughtless agitations but responses to the racial triangulation that have always situated 

Blacks on the losing end of any advancement.  

What Kim and Loewen do that does cause pause for me is their way of situating 

the Korean and Chinese as those who found themselves in the middle of already festering 
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racial tensions between whites and blacks. This is not entirely untrue. What I do find 

problematic is that not enough onuses were placed on the Korean and Chinese. If you 

economically benefit from these structures then you make a choice to be a part of it.  

Kurashige, in my opinion does a much better job situated the responsibility and 

participation from a more equal perspective by deploying a more diverse shared history 

of Black and Japanese Americans. 

CULTURAL STUDIES/POPULAR CULTURE  

Both Ian Condry’s Hip Hop Japan: Rap and the Paths of Cultural Globalization 

(2006) and Natasha Sharma’s Hip Hop Desi: South Asian Americans, Blackness, and a 

Global Race Consciousness (2010) focus on race and cultural production in on hip hop as 

its medium. Both texts take an ethnographical approach to cultural anthropology 

interviewing countless musicians, record producers, rappers, singers, songwriters and 

fans. In addition to the in-person and often informalinterviews, each author spent long 

periods of time attending and participating in various events such as concerts and 

cyphers. For each author, it was very clear that the participant observation component of 

cultural anthropology was a paramount feature to their research as well as for the reader 

to take away an understanding to polyculturalism.  

Although both Condry and Sharma focus their research on hip hop and its 

influence on a particular Asian population, it is important to understand that their 

research is not the same. For Condry, the majority of his work is based in Japan. On the 

other end, Sharma’s research is based in the United States and England. This is indeed a 

simple observation but also one of note. Condry approaches his research with the goal to 
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grasp a more thorough understanding how hip hop has served as a vehicle of influence 

both globally and locally in Japan.  He strives to make the reader aware that hip hop in 

Japan serves a way for world politics to “be reimagined through the lenses of different 

genba...specific locations that teach us about the intersections of wider forces.”73 In other 

words, for Condry, hip hop’s purpose in Japan goes beyond music and “borrowing of 

cultures”; hip hop serves as a platform to explore and discover diversified discourse 

about their lives locally and globally. 

Another key piece that Condry offers is his engagement with race and the politics 

in Japan. Considering the much assumed homogenous nature of Japan, Condry shifts his 

focus away from the United States interpretations of race and uses hip hop to parse out 

how exactly race and politics are understood in Japan. Condry makes it clear through a 

few examples that American views on race do not necessarily translate to Japan. 

Borrowing from Omi, Winant, and Marks, Condry reminds the reader that race is not a 

fluid or an exact scientific notion:  

From the American perspective, the Japanese are clearly “Asian”: 

they have straight black hair (unless dyed or curled), and they 

share certain other physical characteristics that Westerns associate 

with “the Asian race”, mainly eye features and skin color. Yet 

these Western beholders who see these differences as significant. 

The notorious Western notion that Asians have slanted eyes…is 

foreign to Japan, where eyes are evaluated on the number of folds 

in the eyelids. This reminds us that race constitutes, scientifically 

speaking, a meaningless category.74 

                                                 
73 Condry, Ian. Hip-hop Japan: Rap and the Paths of Cultural Globalization. Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2006, 205.  
 
74 Ibid, 36.  
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Continuing with the understanding that race is a “meaningless category,” Condry pushes 

the reader to grapple with ethnicity and the creation of ethnicity circling hip hop in Japan.  

Even though Sharma notes global factors in her study she is focused more on the impact 

hip hop has on South East Asian Americans holistically. What about hip hop is appealing 

to young second-generation South East Asians-also known as Desis? 

Sharma’s text is not simply an anthropological study of cultural production—even 

though this is very important to the research—but it also enlist theory from Asian 

American, African American, and Ethnic Studies. She does not cut short her engagement 

with scholars such as Paul Gilroy when acknowledging hip hop as a space for Desis to 

grapple with anti-essentialism. Nor does she also provides readers background in key 

foundations in the study of race and culture when she seeks out George Lipsitz. The 

overarching question for Sharma lies more is what can we learn from the young desis and 

their attraction to hip hop culture? What does hip hop mean to these young people? How 

might they build their own identity around hip hop culture and how do their merger of 

culture and traditions from their parent’s surface in their own experiences with hip hop?  

Desis’ close proximity to their white counterparts do not shield the Desis youth 

from racism, but it does grant them positioning the majority of their African American 

contemporaries do not have mass access to. According to Sharma, Ethnic insularity is “a 

focus on economic success, and a sense of exceptionalism.” She goes on to note that 

“…despite the benefits of such a community, they [Desis] sometimes question ethnicity 
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because it requires them to sacrifice too many of their own interest and perspectives.75 

Considering this to be a unique trait to South East Asian Desis, Sharma pulls further on 

the notion that just because many Desis have access to economic capital and cultural 

capital of their parents, this does not come without the frustrations that develop from the 

expectations to maintain such. This is where Sharma situates the importance of hip hop to 

this population. hip hop serves as point of origin, a place to exert independence and take 

the time to build a unique identity that best serves and speaks to them. Despite her focus 

on the stereotypes, particularly that surrounding the accruement of wealth in the United 

States by South Asian Americans, Sharma does in-fact shed light on Desis who may not 

have that economic advantage. By doing so, Sharma strengthens her research as it 

provides an additional vantage point for the reader to consider. 

On this same path of thought, Condry cites hip hop as a place; a location of 

creative and political and cultural production. Throughout his text, Condry uses the 

Japanese word for “site”—or genba. This is important, considering that Condry desires to 

make the reader aware that the reasons genba changes over time is because the sites of 

influence are not static—and appear and develop as needed.  For Condry, hip hop is a 

necessary tool for the Japanese who have something to say. Also, Condry calls for an 

interesting read how hip hop changes when used alongside the Japanese language. For 

what works for English speakers does not always translate for Japanese speakers and 

Condry utilizes rap lyrics in both Japanese and English to illustrate this.  

                                                 
75 Sharma, Natasha Tamar. Hip Hop Desis: South Asian Americans, Blackness, and a Global Race 

Consciousness. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010: 46.  
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For both Sharma and Condry, hip hop gives young Asians an opportunity to 

challenge boundaries that have been set before them due to their race. Sharma does a 

good job highlighting the intricate scaffolding of race dynamics in the United States. She 

is careful to cite the scholarship of Michael Omi, Howard Winant, and Ronald Takaki 

when addressing racial formation and stereotype formation of Asian Americans in the 

United States. According to the foundation of racial formation left by such scholars, the 

placement of the Desis within the confines of racial politics in the United States has and 

will change over time. Considering these are both texts on comparative ethnic studies, 

each addressed the influence on hip hop has on Japanese and South East American youth. 

Although, each do address African American culture both do their best to make the 

reader that although these youth cannot completely remove Blackness from hip hop  they 

do use the cultural from to create identities for themselves in spaces they would otherwise 

feel powerless, voiceless or invisible.   

One of the most obvious shared threads in each text is polyculturalism. For 

Condry, hip hop in Japan is about “transnational politics.” His concern is not that of 

shared political thought process but how might these diverse thoughts and ideals lead to 

international political movements? Although Condry does acknowledge the importance 

of Prashad’s theory of polyculturalism, he stops short of dubbing  polyculturism as the 

definitive tool to combat racism across borders and ethnicities. Condry states 

“...polyculturalism can in itself provide a tool to combat racism, yet we see in the 

examples here that a transnational cultural politics of race requires thinking not only of 
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the multiple origin points of heritage but a reimaging of the links that can lead to a more 

promising future.”76 

For Sharma, polyculturalism is used as a way to further complicate her argument 

on the influence hip hop has on Desis youth. Do African Americans have complete 

ownership of hip hop and if so how could this be possible if according to Sharma, we 

consider the root and origins of hip hop.  Sharma further situates the power 

polyculturalism plays when we consider the appeal hip hop has on Desis Youth in the 

U.S.  Because, according to Sharma, who borrows from theories by Prashad, hip hop has 

no original origin and therefore no one race can lay claim to it. Although I understand 

this positioning, I do find it somewhat problematic if we consider Sharma’s 

acknowledgement of Desis American utilizing certain notions of “blackness” to not only 

engage with hip hop  but to carve out a meaning for themselves.  Sharma does however 

wish to make clear that the Desis attachment to hip hop is not that of a group engaged in 

a mockery of African American/Black culture but that of a particular group of 

encountering hip hop as a way to problematize their place in a racialized country as non-

Black citizens.  

In addition to addressing polyculturalism, Sharma builds on the work of writers 

like Toure’ and Thein-bao Thuc Phi by dedicating an entire chapter to Black Americans 

sampling of South East Asian culture. This is important considering she spends the 

majority of her time focusing on details as to why hip hop, Black Culture and the 

appropriations of blackness is appealing to South East Asian youth.  What balances her 

                                                 
76 Condry. 
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work out is that she takes the time to use contemporary examples to substantiate her 

argument.  

  Both Sharma and Condry situate gender and gender politics into their works when 

recognizing the often times misogynistic dynamics of hip hop culture. I especially 

appreciated Condry’s interaction with “cutisimo” and the struggle for female hip hop 

artist to find recognition outside of the Japanese expectation how women should engage 

in self-expression particularly within the entertainment industry. In Sharma’s case, she 

complicates the gender dynamic by focusing a substantial amount of time within her 

ethnography, around Desis transgender artist D’Lo. By doing so, she re-situates the 

politics of race, gender and class.  

Not to be forgotten, Sharma and Condry both do a great job at making the reader 

aware that hip hop  is not just an isolated cultural expression, but one that can serve as 

sites of cultural development and self-expression. Although Blackness is not removed 

from the picture, both authors do work very hard to shift the readers gaze from thinking 

of hip hop as a primarily black cultural expression that does not, and has not influenced 

other racialized groups in very unique ways. Keeping in mind what Sharma did well, she 

did fall short in when it came to an engagement with critical black race theory. It is of 

note to understand that African Americas was not the focus of her text; however, it is 

problematic to engage with a scholarship surrounding Blackness and the usage of such, 

without also at problematizing such against black critical race theory. It is not so much 

that Sharma fails to recognize Blackness in her text; this is clearly not the case 

considering she spends an extensive amount of time recalling the appropriation of 
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Blackness amongst Desis youth. What is frustrating, however, is the erasure her 

engagement of polyculturalism causes. Understanding that polyculturalism is non-

terminal in regards to cultural formation, the reader is to understand that no one specific 

culture is static or pure. In other words, no one culture can lay claim of cultural 

development nor claim said culture is void of any influences by those categorized and 

recognized as “others.” The issue with such a position, especially when considering hip 

hop as the main thread of connection, is that this forgets the impossibilities peoples of the 

African Diaspora when trying to regain their past. Hip hop, is a cultural art form, created 

by those of the African Diaspora, in efforts to regain what was lost, unsaid and to develop 

spaces for those who had no voice.  However, in terms of Sharma’s text, the lack of 

acknowledgment of such left a void.  
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